Lancashire
Behaviour Support
Tool

Introduction
Lancashire is committed to achieving excellent outcomes for its children and young people. Our aim for all our young people is for them to have
the best possible start in life so that all have the opportunity to fulfill their learning potential. Schools and other settings should be safe and orderly
places where all children and young people can learn and develop.
The consequences of behaviour which challenges others can, if not addressed effectively, impact negatively on individual pupi ls and groups of
pupils. The need for the Local Authority, schools and other partners to work together to address behavioural issues is essential if we are to
promote high standards of achievement and attainment for all.
The purpose of the Behaviour Support tool is to produce accessible, and accurate information for schools and settings in one place, on sources
of training, support and advice led by Lancashire services and clear pathways in relation to meeting pupil's social, emotiona l and behavioural
needs.

Aims
1. To develop safe, calm and ordered school environments within which pupils are able to learn and develop and thrive.
2. To develop skills for emotional literacy, positive social relationships and emotional health and well-being among pupils to take into their
adult lives beyond school.
3. To Improve capacity within our schools and other settings to include all our pupils including those children and young people who, at
times, may present very challenging behaviour, as a result of a variety of factors originating both within the child or young person or
resulting from their social environment.
4. To ensure a continuum of provision and support to meet individual needs, including those who may require specialist provision for some
or all of their schooling and for differing periods of time.
5. To reduce the proportion of children who are excluded from school.
6. To develop a more effective and aligned partnership working, which promotes early intervention and timely support in addressing the
needs of children and young people, who are at risk or in need of additional support as a result of their behavioural, emotional and/or
social difficulties.
For further information regarding behaviour support in Lancashire contact:
Lorimer Russell-Hayes - Lorimer.russell-hayes@lancashire.gov.uk
Helen Smith - Helen.smith@lses.lancsngfl.ac.uk
Audrey Swann - Audrey.swann@lancashire.gov.uk
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Contents of the Tool:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Guidance on Use of the Behaviour Support Tool: The Pathway Approach Pages 3-5
ABC approach
Parenting support
Staff training and development
School to school support
Support services
a. Addaction
b. Behaviour consultants
c. CAMHS
d. Children's Social Care
e. Ethnic Minority Achievement
f. Lancashire Police Early Action Team
g. PRU
h. SEND Traded
i. Virtual school/ Children Looked After team
j. Wellbeing, Prevention and Early Help (incorporating Children's Centres, Young People's Service and Early Help)
k. Youth Offending team
7. Managed moves
8. Alternative provision
9. Transition issues
10. Fixed term exclusion
11. Case studies
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1. Guidance on use of the Behaviour Support Tool:
This document is designed to provide you with advice and guidance on strategies to support pupils who present challenging behaviour. To use
the tool select the appropriate pathway which describes the child's presenting behaviours. Each pathway provides a menu of strategies to address
these behaviours. The links within each pathway provide more detailed information. If all the strategies have been implemented and the problem
behaviour persists follow the guidance to move on to the next stage.
The Pathways are:
A: Pupil causes problems during out of class/ unstructured times of the day
B: Pupil regularly disturbs learning in the classroom
C: Pupil fails to respond to support strategies already implemented in section A or B
D: The pupil is at risk of fixed term or permanent exclusion

Intervention timescales:
Whilst there may sometimes be one off unprompted serious incidents such as serious assault to an adult or pupil or dangerous behaviour in most
instances it would not be envisaged that intervention would begin at pathway D. Early intervention with persistent disruptive behaviour is key to
addressing the issue. The longer a behaviour has been present then the longer it can take to change this behaviour. Managed moves can be
effective but need to be trialled before the behaviour reaches what a school may consider crisis point. The ideal is for in school intervention to
take place when a pupil begins to show a pattern of problematic behaviour. If after 6- 12 weeks there is no sign of improvement then pathway C
would be appropriate. If there is a sudden escalation in incidents then pathway C actions may begin earlier. It must also be considered that some
external support agencies are not able to offer immediate response and so early identification and referral can be useful.

In f the day
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A. Pupil causes problems during
out of class/ unstructured
times of the day
Have you:
 Reviewed the supervision
arrangements and zoning
Y ☐N ☐
 Reminded all staff and pupils of the
agreed rules and routines for out of
class
Y☐N☐
 Given the pupil a job/ role/
responsibility for out of class time.
Encouraged the use of lunchtime
clubs/ sports
Y☐N☐
 Met with the parents in school
Y☐N☐
 Observed the child’s behaviour to
identify the ABC of behaviour
Y☐N☐
 Ensured that all staff have the skills
to manage the behaviour and know
the strategies to use
Y☐N☐

Additional support:
See sections 2,3,4,5 6e, 6f, 6h

B. Pupil regularly disturbs learning in
the classroom
Have you:
 Completed the ABC process
Y☐N☐
 Met with the parents in school
Y☐N☐

C. Pupil fails to respond to
additional support strategies
Have you:
 Arranged for an observation from an
external support e.g. EP, PRU
intervention worker, behaviour
consultant, SEND traded behaviour
support
Y☐N☐

 Ensured that all adults consistently use
proactive strategies to prevent behaviour  Linked to external providers such as
Children's Centre, Family Support,
problems and use agreed systems to
Lancashire Parenting, Emotional
address issues
Health and Wellbeing support,
Y☐N☐
Domestic abuse team, Early support
and help team
 Identified any unmet needs such as
Y☐N☐
speech and language support, EAL,
reading catch up, ASD
 Considered specialist interventions
Y☐N☐
e.g. counselling, play therapy
Y☐N☐
 Reviewed the curriculum to ensure that it
is appropriate and accessible? Checked
 Considered if CAMHS involvement is
pupil groupings?
needed
Y☐N☐
Y☐N☐
Does my school behaviour system allow
me to identify pupils with a behaviour
concern at an early point before the
behaviour has become habitual?

Additional support:
See sections 2,3,4,5

D. Pupil at risk of fixed term or
permanent exclusion
Have you:
 Considered the use of a
managed move
Y☐N☐
 Considered the use of alternative
provision
Y☐N☐
 Discussed the case with your
school adviser or LA Alternative
provision?
Y☐N☐

 Shared expertise with local schools
Y☐N☐
 Developed a PSP/ BSP
Y☐N☐
 What do I do if I feel a fixed term
exclusion is necessary see
section 10
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If yes and the problem still persists
have you:

If yes and the problem still persists
have you:



Used a behaviour modification
card/ target card/ behaviour
contract
Y☐N☐

 Used a behaviour modification card/
target card/ behaviour contract
Y☐N☐



Considered a managed move or
alternative provision?
Y☐N☐



 Investigated parenting and boundaries
at home
Y☐N☐



Planned sessions outside of the
classroom (group work or 1:1
work) to teach necessary skills
such as sharing and making
friends
Y☐N☐

Set up a multi-agency meeting
(including the parents)
Y☐N☐



Consider completing and
submitting a CAF
Y☐N☐



Developed a clear and regularly
reviewed plan for all stakeholders
and the child.
Y☐N☐





Identified a skilled support worker
for these times
Y☐N☐
Addressed hot spots e.g. split up
from certain pupils or activities or
timings. Used a planned lunch
time structure for eating, playing,
helping out, accessing lunchtime
clubs or nurture/buddy system etc
Y☐N☐

 Ensured skilled TA support
Y☐N☐
 Planned sessions to teach behaviour
for learning skills such as self esteem
Y☐N☐
 Considered a nurturing approach/
provision
Y☐N☐
 Carried out and recorded clear cycles
of intervention- assessment of needs/
issue- intervention and review
Y☐N☐
 Identified hotspots/ patterns and
additional support for this time
Y☐N☐
 Developed an IEP or IBP

If yes and the problem still persists
go to column C

Y☐N☐
If yes and the problem still persists
go to column C

If yes and the problem still persists
go to column D
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2. ABC Approach
The ABC of Behaviour
This is a useful way of thinking about why a child is behaving in a certain way. It starts with the premise that the majority of behaviour is rational.
It is optimistic – if a behaviour has been learned, it can be unlearned. The ABC model suggests that behaviour can be understood in terms of:

A Antecedents:
•
•
•
•

What happened immediately before the misbehaviour, the events that led up to it?
What was the provocation, who did or said, or did not say, what?
What was the setting for the behaviour? Is it always at the same activity, with the same child, or children?
Does it always happen at certain times of the day or on the same day of the week? (Does it happen regularly on a Monday after weekend
visits with an estranged parent?)

B Behaviour:
• What precisely did the child do?

C Consequences:
•
•
•
•

What happened as a result of the behaviour?
How was the problem dealt with?
What did the others do?
How did they react?

Remember that the consequences might be reinforcing the undesirable behaviour, for example, gaining adults’ attention, peer approval, avoiding
disliked activity.
The main question to ask is ‘what is the child getting out of behaving like this?’
Once this has been clearly identified a plan can be developed to teach the appropriate behaviours and also to reduce or remove triggers to poor
behaviour.
It is not always easy for the class teacher to identify the pattern as attention may only be given at the point the behaviour occurs rather than
before the issue. The role of the Teaching Assistant is very helpful and important in observing patterns of behaviour both in primary and secondary
settings.
The ABC approach uses a range of observation and recording tools (as below) to enable a clear pattern of behaviour to be identified. It may be
useful to use the format of these record sheets as incident record sheets.
(Please refer to Appendix 1 & 2 below)
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3. Parenting Support
There is a range of providers able to offer support for parents.
See sections below:
l. Wellbeing, Prevention and Early Help (incorporating Children's Centres, Young People's Service and Early Help)
Additional support can be accessed from Parent Partnership – http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/children-education-families/special-educationalneeds-and-disabilities/help-for-parents-and-carers/parent-partnership-service.aspx

4. Staff training and development
There is a number of LA services who provide bespoke staff training and development in behaviour related matters delivered either in your school
or at other venues. Training is available to cover the following areas:
 Whole school systems and structures
 Policy development and review
 In school Behaviour CPD for whole school or specific to roles such as Teaching Assistants, Welfare Supervisors/ Assistants
 LA level training courses for class teachers, behaviour leads, teaching assistants, inclusion managers and SENCOs. This addre sses
specific roles, generic classroom management, dealing with more challenging students, developing behaviour skills, developing nurture
provision, attachment
 In school training and coaching for NQTs and other classroom teachers finding a class or individual challenging
 School visits to identify strategies to be used with difficult classes or individuals, support with the development and implementation of
behaviour plans
More information on this support can be found at the following links:
LA level course delivery:
http://www3.lancashire.gov.uk/lpds/
In school support:
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/projects/behaveattend-new/
http://www3.lancashire.gov.uk/corporate/web/?IDSS/29537
Additionally your local Pupil Referral Unit may be able to offer support and advice
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5. School to School Support
a. Local / District Level Support
In some areas schools have informal arrangements where they are aware of each other's strengths and provision. For example, school links to
provide day 6 provision, good practice visits to see effective nurture provision or learning mentors in action, schools using the inclusion facilities
of a nearby school to support a child who may need to be supported away from the usual school site in order to improve his / her behaviour for
a short period of time.
Contact your behaviour consultant for more information about developing district level support links
b. Local Clusters
For details of generic local clusters see the schools' portal:
Primary https://schoolsportal.lancsngfl.ac.uk/view_sp.asp?siteid=7078&pageid=44270&e=e
Secondary https://schoolsportal.lancsngfl.ac.uk/view_sp.asp?siteid=7058&pageid=43991&e=e
c. Teaching School Alliances, SLEs, NLEs and LLEs
Schools may also wish to draw on the support provided by local Teaching School Alliances:
see https://schoolsportal.lancsngfl.ac.uk/view_sp.asp?siteid=7078&pageid=44274&e=e
or from other local leaders of education: https://schoolsportal.lancsngfl.ac.uk/view_sp.asp?siteid=7078&pageid=44273&e=e
A discussion with your school adviser may also be helpful to broker appropriate school to school support to meet your specific needs at a particular
time.
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6. Support Services
a. Young Addaction, Young Peoples’ Substance Misuse Service
Central Office

- Urban Exchange, Mount Street, Preston, Lancashire, PR1 8BQ
Tel: 01772 255307 Fax: 01772 255308

North Office

One Stop Shop, 6-8 Kensington Road, Morecambe LA4 5LX
Tel: 01524 428310 Fax: 01524 831940
Email – spoc.yalancs@addaction.org.uk

b. Behaviour consultants
What support is offered?

How can I access it?

Guidance on policy and practice.
For example:

Contact consultants direct by phone
or email

Behaviour policy, behaviour
structures, managed moves,
directions, signposting to wider
agencies, exclusion guidance

Free resources available on Moodle
and Lancs NGfL website

What are the entry
requirements?
None

How much does it cost?
Free support over the
telephone and email.
Traded service if a school visit
is required

http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/projects/
behaveattend-new/

Guidance over the telephone on
some strategies and agencies to
support difficult children

http://moodle.lancsngfl.ac.uk/

Traded CPD opportunities in and
out of school.

Contact consultants direct by phone
or email

LA level networks for behaviour
leads, generic behaviour
management training, specific
aspects of behaviour e.g.
restorative, nurture, restraint. Role

LA level CPD can be viewed at:

None

Traded service
LA standard CPD prices:

http://www3.lancashire.gov.uk/lpds/

Full day: £165
Half day £85
Bespoke in school charges:
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specific training e.g. TAs, NQTs,
welfare staff.

http://www3.lancashire.gov.uk/l
pds/support.asp

Bespoke in school training
In school consultancy:
For example,
-

Contact consultants direct by phone
or email

None

Behaviour audits
Policy, systems and
structures advice
Staff coaching
Strategies to manage
difficult classes or
individuals
Lunchtime arrangements

Governor training in the behaviour
and attendance role

See website for more details:
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/proj
ects/behaveattendnew/index.php?category_id=5
Contact consultants or Governor
Services direct by phone or email

None

The Quality mark provides a
school self-evaluation framework
and also external accreditation
based upon a wide range of
behaviour areas e.g. pupil support
systems, attitudes to learning.
Schools can be awarded Gold or
Silver status and are provided with
detailed feedback on the strengths
and areas for development within
the area of behaviour

Contact consultants direct by phone
or email
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/projects/
behaveattendnew/index.php?category_id=9

Traded service
LA level training free for
schools buying into Governor
Services.

http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/childr
en-educationfamilies/schools/become-a-schoolgovernor.aspx#contact
Behaviour Quality Mark

Free to schools in challenging
circumstances supported by
the LA monitoring and
intervention team
To all other schools this is a
traded service.

All schools are able to go
through the QM process

In school training will be costed
dependent upon request
This is a traded service.
Prices are scaled dependent
on school size. The usual cost
of the QM is £900
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Facilitation or input into a local
level collaborative group to share
ideas and expertise on managing
behaviour

These groups are based on a
district level model and currently
operate at Primary level in the
central Preston area, Leyland and
Fleetwood.
In some cases these groups are
chaired and managed by local
schools. In other areas this is done
by a behaviour consultant.

Schools involved must be willing
to work collaboratively and within
reasonable boundaries enable
their school to be used for respite
or day 6 provision and participate
in the fair distribution of managed
moves

Free to schools. However, this
is not available in all areas
currently

The groups work together to
proactively share advice and
expertise to resolve issue around
challenging behaviour. There is
also input into the group by the
local PRU.
Contact a behaviour consultant for
more information
Contacts
Lorimer Russell Hayes - Districts 8,11,12,13,14
Helen Smith - Districts 1,2,4,6,7,9

Lorimer.russell-hayes@lancashire.gov.uk
Helen.smith@lses.lancsngfl.ac.uk
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c. CAMHS
What support is offered?
The term 'CAMHS ' can mean
different things to different
people. All
Lancashire's children's workforce
are part of 'Comprehensive
CAMHS' which means that we all
contribute to promoting positive
emotional health and resilience in
the children, young people and
families that we work with.
Here, the term 'CAMHS' is used to
refer to the small, locality based,
multi-agency teams sometimes
referred to as 'Tier 3' that provide
specialist responses to highly
complex emotional and
psychiatric needs.

How can I access it?
Each CAMHS team takes
requests for involvement from
child care professionals. Some
teams require an open Common
Assessment Framework,
although all will give advice if
contacted.

What are the entry requirements?
North and Central Lancashire

How much does it cost?
There is no charge.

(Please refer to Appendix 3 below)
East Lancashire
(Please refer to Appendix 4 below)

Contact details for CAMHS can
be found in the single referral
process document in the column
'What support is offered?'

Your local CAMHS team will give
advice if you are unsure whether
to request CAMHS involvement.
Both CAMHS and Clinical
Psychology have a consistent
pathway across the county.
See:
http://lccintranet/corporate/atoz/a_
to_z/service.asp?u_id=1498&tab=
3&siteid=6464&pageid=38546&e=
e#anchor187435
for more information about
CAMHS.
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North and Central Lancashire
(Please refer to Appendix 5
below)
East Lancashire
(Please refer to Appendix 6
below)
Contacts

North Lancashire

East Lancashire

Central Lancashire

Lancaster and Morecambe - Ross Children’s Centre, Euston
Road, Morecambe, LA4 5LE. Tel: 01524 834140
Fylde and Wyre - Blackpool, Fylde and Wyre CAMHS, Whitegate
Health Centre, Whitegate Drive, Blackpool, FY3 9ES. Tel: 01253
657166
The Mount, CAMHS, East Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust,
Whalley Road, Accrington, BB5 5DF. Tel: 01254 226336/4
ELCAS, Burnley General Hospital, Casterton Avenue, Burnley,
Lancashire, BB10 2PQ. Tel: 01282 804804
Chorley and South Ribble CAMHS - Shawbrook House, Balcarres
Road, Leyland, PR25 3ED. Tel: 01772 644644
Preston CAMHS - Ellen House, 1-3 Ellen Court, Preston, PR1
7RH Tel: 01772 777344
West Lancashire CAMHS - Westgate House, Hillside Health
Centre, Tanhouse Road, Skelmersdale, WN8 6DS.
Tel: 01695 588430
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d. Children's Social Care
What support is offered?

How can I access it?

Assessment of children and
families to assess their needs and
to explore the child's needs and
factors that may impact upon that
child's wellbeing and thus
behaviour.
Referral to agencies under the
TAF that may support a child who
is evidencing behavioural
difficulties, e.g. Lookout, Young
Carers, ELCAS.
Support offered via a Child In
Need Plan. This support is
tailored to each child and family,
however it could involve working
with parents and children and
agencies such as school to
develop and maintain strategies to
address behavioural issues.

Open referral to Children's Social
Care that has been identified as
requiring statutory assessment.

Progress will be monitored via the
CIN process.
Support offered to the child and
family through a Child Protection
Plan. Again will explore all issues
in a child's life that may impact
upon their behaviour, and seek
strategies through a multiagency
plan to address these issues.
Children that are looked after and
their carers can access support
e.g. SCAYT PEPSA Funding,
direct work with children and their
foster carers, CLA Review
meetings that may assist in

What are the entry
requirements?
Open referral to Children's
Social Care

How much does it cost?
No cost.

Open referral to Children's Social
Care

Open referral to Children's
Social Care

No cost.

Open referral to Children's Social
Care that meets level 4a) on the
Lancashire CON

Open referral to Children's
Social Care that meets level 4a)
on the Lancashire CON

No cost.

Open referral to Children's Social
Care that following assessment
meets level 4b) on the Lancashire
CON

Open referral to Children's
Social Care that following
assessment meets level 4b) on
the Lancashire CON

No cost implication to the
family

Open referral to Children's Social
Care that following assessment
meets level 4c) on the Lancashire
CON

Open referral to Children's
Social Care that following
assessment meets level 4b) on
the Lancashire CON

No direct cost to family
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addressing behavioural issues, as
well as additional support such as
the Virtual School
How do I refer a Child?
A referral is normally made to the Contact Centre. Professionals will
be required to complete a Common Assessment Framework (CAF)
Form. In cases of emergency relating to Child Protection a telephone
call will be accepted but the referrer will be asked to follow up the
referral with a CAF.
Access the form and guidance here.
The email address for making referrals to Children's Social Care is cypreferrals@lancashire.gov.uk. Please note, you should not send
confidential information via email without first encrypting it. Please
use mailencrypt, a secure email facility which lets you encrypt emails
going to addresses ending in @lancashire.gov.uk.
County contact

01254 220680
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e. Ethnic Minority Achievement team
What support is offered?

How can I access it?

English as an Additional
Language
The service has a team of staff
who provide advice, training and
tutor support for schools who
wish to ensure that they are
providing the high quality support
necessary to ensure that new
arrivals and other EAL learners
achieve their full potential.

A referral form for EAL new
arrivals is available on the school's
portal (filed under E for EAL) and
referrals should be made using this
form.

Where support is requested for
an EAL pupil who is a new arrival
in the UK, a service tutor will
assess pupil's needs and provide
tailored support to help them
settle in to school, develop their
English language skills and
access the curriculum.
Short-term intervention packages
can also be provided for any EAL
learner in school who would
benefit from extra support to
achieve their potential.
Where an EAL pupil is also
presenting behaviour difficulties,
support from the service can also
be of value to assist with
communication and pupil
engagement. The service can
sometimes provide translation
and interpretation support to
facilitate communication with
parents.

If you wish to find out more about
the support that may be available
for a particular pupil you can email
the EAL team at
ema.support@lancashire.gov.uk

What are the entry
requirements?
There are no specific entry
requirements for this support.
Support is agreed on a case-bycase basis in discussion with
the school.
The service does not provide
specialist behaviour support so
assistance can only be given
alongside the existing support
and strategies provided by the
school and core agencies
leading on behaviour support.

How much does it cost?
Comprehensive advice is
available free of charge to
schools when they refer a new
arrival. Other advisory visits are
charged at the standard rate.
Tutor support is a traded service
and is currently (April 2015)
offered on a sliding scale of £39
an hour for short interventions
down to £35 an hour for long
term support.
Email
ema.support@lancashire.gov.uk
to confirm prices and arrange
support, interpretation or
translation.
Tutor support may be provided
free of charge in exceptional
circumstances where an EAL
pupil – newly arrived or
otherwise - is identified as
having significant behaviour
difficulties and may be at risk of
exclusion from school.
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Pupil Mentoring
The service has a number of staff
who can be engaged to mentor
individual children and young
people who are at risk of or who
are facing exclusion in schools
and where issues relating to
cultural background, practices or
identity may be significant.
Mentoring takes place alongside
work with school staff, parents,
and other agencies in order to
raise pupils' self-confidence,
motivation and achievement.
Access and Attendance
The service has a number of
officers who work in partnership
with schools, ethnic minority
families, voluntary and statutory
organisations to address issues
of:
 Behaviour issues
 Exclusions from school and
follow up
 Communication and cultural
barriers
 Special educational needs
 Truancy and unauthorised
absence
 Vulnerable minority ethnic
pupils with barriers to learning
Support may be through advice,
training for staff, pupil mentoring,
home-school liaison and
participation in multi-agency
working.

A referral form for EM-GRT
Community Team support will
shortly be made available on the
School's Portal and referrals
should be made using this form
when it becomes available in May
2015.
In the meantime, support should
currently be accessed by emailing
the EM-GRT Service Manager, Joe
Dykes:
joe.dykes@lancashire.gov.uk

There are no specific entry
requirements for this support.
However, the service is funded
to provide additional support
when existing support and
strategies provided by the
school and core agencies are
already in place. Schools are
asked to complete information
about the support already
provided and the expected use
and impact of additional support
from the EM-GRT Community
Team before support can be
agreed.

EM-GRT Community Team
support is currently provided at
no cost to local authority
schools for ethnic minority
pupils identified as being at risk
from significant underachievement or exclusion.
Support may also be available
to academy schools on a traded
basis. Information about current
charges for support for
academies is available from the
EM-GRT Service Manager, Joe
Dykes:
joe.dykes@lancashire.gov.uk
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Family Engagement
Family Engagement involves
casework with individual pupils
and families referred for support
by schools, children's centres,
Pupil Attendance Support Team,
Pupil Access and Children
Missing Education.
Wider initiatives aimed at raising
family understanding of and
engagement with education are
also undertaken in conjunction
with schools, children's centres
and mainstream services.
Contacts
Joe Dykes

Joe.dykes@lancashire.gov.uk
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f.

Lancashire Police Early Action Team

What support is offered?
One to one or group work
with the young person from
the police early action team
according to need. Work can
be done in any location
(police station, home, school
for example).
We aim to target young
people to prevent them
entering the criminal justice
system in the future. This is
done by a variety of methods;
we have packages on knife
crime, anti-social behaviour,
righting wrongs, crime and
consequences, CEOPS
(internet safety), Gangs etc.
We can also complete the
custody experience with the
young person in either a live
or closed custody system.

What are the entry
requirements?
earlyactionteamprest@lancashire.pnn.police.uk We work with any child from
Tel: 01772 209832
7yrs to 17ys.
How can I access it?

How much does it
cost?
No cost

They need to be at risk of
offending or antisocial
behaviour.
They can have low level
offending
They have witnessed domestic
violence
Not level 4 on the continuum of
need.
Not just absent from school
If unsure if the case fits with
us, please ring for advice

Our work is multi agency and
we will refer onto/work with
other agencies if there are
other needs for the young
person or family.
Contacts
PS 2766 Helen Dixon

Helen.dixon@lancashire.pnn.police.uk Tel: 209676

Sadie Day

Sadie.day@lancashire.pnn.police.uk Tel: 209832
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g. Pupil Referral Units
PRIMARY
What support is offered?

How can I access it?

What are the entry
requirements?

How much does it cost?

Outreach Service
A member of the PRU
intervention team will visit school
and observe a challenging pupil.
They will produce an action plan
and follow up with a weekly visit
to review and monitor. This is
initially a 6 week programme

Application made directly to are
Primary PRU (LINK).
School will be expected to be
able to evidence a range of
interventions which they have
undertaken internally and the
impact of these.

In House placement

Places considered and allocated
by a local Panel. School must
have first accessed outreach
support (above).
Dependant on capacity.
Contact your local PRU direct to
discuss their support programme

Staff training for behaviour
management

School should be able to evidence
the use of an ABC approach, a
chronology of actions and
behaviours, IEP/ IBP, information
with regard to multi agency
involvement with the child.
In some circumstances a CAF will
be required
Criteria set by local panel.

Free to schools

Support available to all- some
funded via School Forum
Commission, some traded.

Traded service- see your local
PRU for details

Free to schools

SECONDARY
What support is offered?

How can I access it?

Intervention programmes/
alternative provision

Placements are decided either,
through a local panel or by direct
referral to the Head Teacher of
the area PRU, to determine
those which are appropriate and
prioritise.
These are dual registered
placements.

What are the entry
requirements?
Evidence of a range of
interventions implemented.
KS3: usually part time and/or short
term placements to address issues
and support inclusion. KS4: can be
PT/Short term or full time
placements.
Most PRUs have service level
agreements in place.

How much does it cost?
Places are directly
commissioned by schools
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Provision for pupils unable to
attend mainstream school due to
medical needs.

Direct referral to area PRU with
required medical evidence from
a consultant confirming that pupil
is not well enough to access
education at main stream school.

Consultant referral neededCAMHS or hospital.
Maximum stay should be 2 terms
except in exceptional
circumstances.

No cost to schools

Not all students with a CAMHS
support or a medical condition
will require or benefit from such
a placement- DFE guidance
states that most pupils with
medical conditions are best
remaining at their school when
possible.
Placement is on a dual
registered basis
Contacts:
Primary
Stepping Stones - Lancaster
Golden Hill - Leyland
Hendon Brook - Nelson

http://www.steppingstones.lancs.sch.uk/
http://www.goldenhill.lancs.sch.uk
http://www.hendonbrook.lancs.sch.uk/

Secondary
The Chadwick High School - Lancaster
McKee College House - Fylde and Wyre
Larches House - Preston
Shaftesbury High School - Chorley/ South Ribble
The Acorns School - West Lancashire
Oswaldtwistle School
Coal Clough High School - Burnley

http://www.chadwick.lancs.sch.uk/
http://www.mckee.lancs.sch.uk/index.html
http://www.larcheshouse.ik.org/home.ikml
http://www.shaftesbury.lancs.sch.uk/
http://theacornsschool.co.uk/
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/projects/aces/index.php?category_id=27
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/projects/aces/index.php?category_id=45
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h. SEND Traded
The SEND Traded Team is a group of professionally trained and highly qualified Specialist Teachers and Associate Educational Psychologists
who have a wealth of experience working with Children and Young People (CYP). The team offers schools, colleges and other settings advice
and support for CYP with special and/or additional educational needs and disabilities. We aim for equality of opportunity to inspire and
provide emotional, educational, social, physical and sensory support as required to enable all pupils to achieve their full potential. We will
tailor our support to the individual needs of the CYP and work with all settings to ensure they are fully included socially and as learners. The
SEND Traded Team works with pupils across all key stages, from Early Years to Post 16, as well as CYP in sixth forms and colleges. We
are passionate about positive outcomes and believe that by working together we can improve the learning for your CYP.

SEND Traded can help with identification of possible underlying causes for challenging behaviour and with support, advice and
strategies from a 1:1 to whole school level through both direct pupil related activities and staff training.
What support is offered?
Educational Psychologists


Direct pupil related
activities: EP assessment
or intervention

How can I access it?

For direct pupil related activities
complete an Intended
Involvement form, available from
 the schools portal
Or, to request an Intended
Involvement form
 email
SEND.traded@lancashire
.gov.uk
Or
 ring 01257 516100

What are the entry requirements?
The service is accessible without
any previous involvement from
other professionals.
However, a SEND Traded Intended
Involvement form will be need to be
completed by the school or setting.
This includes a full history of the
CYP, any previous in-school
interventions, evaluations of
effectiveness and other background
information.

How much does it cost?
Direct pupil related activities:
EP BRONZE: Observation
£280
EP SILVER: Individual
assessment/report: £560
EP GOLD: Complex cases
assessment/report: £840
EP PLATINUM:
consultation/planning meeting:
£840
(3 hours per term
commitment)

A signed parent consent form will
also be required before allocation to
an Educational Psychologist.
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Bespoke training

For bespoke training:


email
SEND.traded@lancashire
.gov.uk

Bespoke training will need to be
discussed with the LCC SEND
Traded Team Manager

Or
 ring 01257 516100



Centrally held training (e.g.
at Woodlands, Chorley)

Specialist teachers
 Direct pupil related activities
e.g.
- direct teaching on a 1:1 or
small group basis
- Work with staff, including
class teachers, TAs and/or
SENCO

Centrally held training: as
quoted on the website

For centrally held training:
 follow the link from the
schools portal using the
A-Z search: SEND
courses
Or
 email
SEND.traded@lancashire
.gov.uk
Or
 ring 01257 516100
For direct pupil related activities
complete an Intended
Involvement form, available from
 schools portal
Or, to request an Intended
Involvement form
 email
SEND.traded@lancashire.gov
.uk

Bespoke training:
2 Hours:
 LCC schools: £370
 Academies and Other
Non-Lancashire
Establishments: £433
Half Day (3 Hours)
 LCC schools: £480
 Academies and Other
Non-Lancashire
Establishments: £552
Full Day (6 Hours)
 LCC schools: £800
 Academies and Other
Non-Lancashire
Establishments: £920

None necessary, although it is
beneficial to discuss background
information and any previous inschool interventions and
evaluations of effectiveness with the
specialist teacher allocated.

Direct pupil related activities:
Package 1 – Day: £550
Package 2 – Half Day: £330
Package 3 – Ten Hour: £1100
Package 4 – Ass. from £330
Package 5 – Exam Access
Arrangement: from £330
Package 6 – Sensory
Assessments: from £440
Package 7 – One hour: £165
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Many teachers have more
Or
than one specialism and can
 ring 01257 516100
help with different
requirements in your school.
Support can be provided in the
following areas:
 AQA Unit Award Scheme
 Autistic Spectrum Disorder
 Examination access
arrangements
 Hearing impairment
 Moderate and severe
learning difficulties
 Multisensory impairment
 Physical difficulties
 Support with SENCo role
 Social, emotional and
mental health
 Specific learning
difficulties such as
dyslexia, dyspraxia etc.
 Speech, language and
communication needs
 Visual impairment
 Post 16 and Further
Education
 Transition between phases
Bespoke training

For bespoke training:
•
email
SEND.traded@lancashire.gov.uk
Or
•
Or

ring 01257 516100

Package 8 – AQA introductory
session: £330
10 monitoring sessions: £1100

Bespoke training:
2 Hours:
 LCC schools: £350
 Academies and Other
Non-Lancashire
Establishments: £410
Half Day (3 Hours)
 LCC schools: £450
 Academies and Other
Non-Lancashire
Establishments: £522
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Full Day (6 Hours)
 LCC schools: £750
 Academies and Other
Non-Lancashire
Establishments: £870

Discuss with the specialist
teacher involved, if
applicable.

Centrally held training: as
quoted on the website

Centrally held training (e.g. at
Woodlands)

For centrally held training:
 follow the link from the
schools portal using the A-Z
search: SEND courses
Or
 email
SEND.traded@lancashire.gov
.uk
Or
 Ring 01257 516100

SEND Traded (General enquiries)
 Sue Taylor

SEND.traded@lancashire.gov.uk
01257 516100

Dr Zakira Hewitt – LCC SEND Traded Team Manager
(Senior Educational Psychologist)
Felicity Holloway (Assistant Manager)
Anne Martin (Assistant Manager)

Lancashire Professional Development Service,
The Centre for Learning Excellence,
Woodlands Conference Centre,
Southport Road,
Chorley, PR7 1QR
Zakira.hewitt@lancashire.gov.uk
Felicity.holloway@lancashire.gov.uk
Anne.martin@lancashire.gov.uk
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i.

Virtual school / CLA Team

What support is offered?

How can I access it?

Training for Designated Teachers
for CLA and School Governors.
Training for foster
carers/residential carers
Training for Social Worker ,& IRO

Via School Portal

Advice – telephone and face to
face, signposting,

Virtual School Team- contact
details below

Support for PEP reviews

Contact Virtual School Team

Funding for CLA : PPG/High
Needs/PEPSA

PPG/High Needs: via Virtual
School- details/forms on Portal.
PEPSA: VIA Virtual School in
liaison with Social Worker.

Via Virtual School Team
Via Virtual School Team

What are the entry
requirements?
Lancashire school and
academies.
Current carers for CLA
Lancashire CSC/IRO
employees
Lancashire schools and
academies, employees in
relevant services, current
carers.
CLA with additional
needs/issues.
CLA.
Completed and up to date
PEP/EPM

How much does it cost?
No cost to school.
Funded centrally
Funded centrally
N/A

N/A
N/A

Contacts
virtualschool@lancashire.gov.uk
Audrey.swann@lancashire.gov.uk
Chris.berry@lancashire.gov.uk
Mark.robson@lancshire.gov.uk

01772 531284
07584 581427
07795 222749
07795 044631

Team Mailbox
Head of Virtual School for CLA
Virtual School Consultant
Virtual School Consultant.
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j.

Wellbeing, Prevention and Early Help (incorporating Children's Centres, Young People's Service and Early Help)

What support is offered?

How can I access it?

Targeted Youth Support provides
additional support to those young
people who may be most
vulnerable, or have significant
personal barriers in their lives.
Support is usually offered on a 1:1
or small group work basis following
assessment of need.

Request for Support Form
Contact Talkzone on 0800 511 111
or find details of the nearest centre
at
http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/youth
zone/get-in-touch.aspx

Youth Work – Where young people
require additional support a youth
work response may be more
appropriate.

These groups are based on a
district level model

Methods used include providing
one to one support for individuals,
work with small and large groups,
28

Contact Talkzone on 0800 511 111
or find details of the nearest centre
at
http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/youth
zone/get-in-touch.aspx

What are the entry
requirements?
13-19yr olds in Lancashire (19
(up to age 25 for young people
with learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet need.
The service prioritises resource
to young people who are;
- not in education, employment or
training
- who have learning difficulties or
disabilities; including a physical
Impairment
-who are looked after by the local
authority
-who have been involved with
crime and/or anti-social
behaviour (or who
are at risk of being)
-Young people at risk of
exposure, or who have been
involved in, risk taking
behaviours such as drug or
alcohol misuse, or risky sexual
behaviour, including
risk of exploitation.
-Young homeless people
-Young carers
-Young parents
13-19yr olds in Lancashire 19 (up
to age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD).

How much does it cost?
Free to schools

Free to schools
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and learning through structured
experiences such as issue based
projects or adventure learning/
outdoor activities. Topic based
projects including behaviour,
gangs, drugs and alcohol, healthy
relationships etc.
UR Potential are commissioned to
provide targeted youth projects
based on identified Emotional
Health and Wellbeing needs.
Will provide qualified peer mentors
for additional support on a 1:1
basis for young people should they
chose this pathway. The mentors
will provide structured support
through individual action planning
and goal setting via URPotentials
peer mentoring matching system.
Brook’s commissioned Targeted
Youth Support in Burnley
comprises a range of interventions:
1) Risk Taking behaviour support –
Schools may identify a young
person/group partaking in risk
taking behaviour (RTB) This can
range from any RTB, however the
majority of our referrals are due to
misuse of alcohol, CSE, illicit
substance, engaging in unsafe
sexual behaviour, sexual attitudes,
etc. Sessions are undertaken in
school on a weekly basis up to ten
weeks
2) Goal focused support – This
involves 1-1 or group (if group then

To refer into UR Potential's
Emotional Health and Well-being
projects you can contact April
Pollitt TYS Coordinator
t.y.s@urpotential.co.uk /
01253344398. Referrals can be
made by professionals or young
people/parents can self-refer.

Young people from Fylde and
Wyre districts only

Schools (or relevant partners) are
able to directly refer the YP to our
service (through our referral form –
attached), however as the young
person needs to willingly
participate in sessions, we ask that
the lead school/partner
professional engage in dialogue
with the young person about our
service and the support we can
offer and then seek their
permission prior to referring

Young people from Hyndburn,
Burnley and Pendle districts only.

Free to schools

Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.

Free to Schools

Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.

(Please refer to Appendix 7 below)
Beverley Young
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very small groups) intervention.
School have been referring when a
young person may be evidencing
disruptive behaviour is lessons,
socially, not achieving to set
academic targets, experiencing
difficulties at home. This
interventions is based upon aiming
to awaken and strengthen young
people’s motivation and skills
thereby raising their aspirations
and behaviour, enhancing their
self-esteem and improving their
health. The worker will work with
the young person(s) to explore a
range of coping or management
strategies pertinent and achievable
by them (the individual YP) to
achieve individual set targets and
in turn with a view to improve
behaviour in school, college, at
home and out in the community.

Brook Burnley & Pendle TYS
Counsellor
Tel: 01282 416 596
Mob: 07718 106 854
beverley.young@brook.org.uk
Saf Ali
Brook Burnley, Pendle & Hyndburn
TYS Health and Wellbeing Worker
Tel: 01282 416 596 or 01254
268 700
Mob:
saf.ali@brook.org.uk
Jeni Young
Brook Hyndburn TYS Counsellor
Tel; 01254 268 700
Mob:
jeni.young@brook.org.uk

3)1-1 counselling support –
Schools can refer the young
person with behavioural issues
(often these are described by the
school as anger management
issues) however evidently a young
person can access up to ten 1
hour sessions, which will allow the
young person a safe forum within
school or another setting that is
convenient for them to explore
salient factors in their life that may
be impacting on/impeding their
behaviour inherently then working
with the counsellor to explore and
adopt management strategies.
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Newground (Child Action North
West) are commissioned to deliver
Emotional Health and Wellbeing
Services across Chorley, Preston,
South Ribble and West Lancashire
districts.
The service offer consists of 3
main delivery support elements:Intensive support to assess
needs and address main areas of
crisis reducing potential escalation.
The dedicated case worker would
make a referral into Jigsaw our
'Person Centred Therapeutic
Service' delivered by BACP
qualified counsellors, offering a full
spectrum of therapeutic support.
Such as Solution focussed
therapy, CBT, Art and drama
therapy.
On-going support to maintain
momentum and build sustained
resilience, would be delivered
using a range of group sessions,
on-going keyworker support, 1to1
volunteer mentoring, out of hours
support, drop in sessions etc.
During the sustained phase the
main focus will be on the
keyworker supporting the young
person to a positive position of
thriving, jointly beginning to think
about a sustained exit support
plan.
Exiting the support will establish
and build a range of links which
will form an effective support

Request for support form with a
supporting CAF or directly via the
school.
Lorraine Gibbons
Targeted Youth Support
Coordinator
m: 0787 657 1999
t: 01254 692709
Email: lgibbons@canw.org.uk

Only available to young people
from the Chorley, Preston, South
Ribble and West Lancashire
districts.

Free to Schools

Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
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network to further sustain the
thriving resilience of the young
person. As part of the progress
plane the young person would be
assisted to identify a range of safe
support networks and (ABCD
Model) community support projects
and activities. Actively involving
the young person in assessing and
evaluating the support they
received and key achievements of
the person centre progress plan.
Lancashire Psychological Support
Services are commissioned to
deliver emotional health and
wellbeing services across Ribble
Valley.
The offer includes 10/12 weekly
psychotherapy sessions, but is
flexible to meet the needs of the
young person
N Compass are commissioned to
deliver emotional health and
wellbeing services across Ribble
Valley.
Offering a dedicated self-harm
programme which includes;
1:1 self-harm counselling, with 8 x
1:1 counselling sessions

Achieve Change and Engagement
– (A.C.E.), are commissioned to
deliver emotional health and
wellbeing services across
Lancaster.
Group work methods include
discussions, games, exercisers, art

Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire
Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk
Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire
Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk
Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire
Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402

Only available to young people in
Ribble Valley district.
Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
Only available to young people in
Ribble Valley district.
Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
Only available to young people in
Lancaster district.
Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
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and craft activities, drama and role
play

Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk

assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.

Barnardo’s are commissioned to
deliver emotional health and
wellbeing services across
Lancaster. - 12 week intensive
Emotional Health and Wellbeing
support programme for young
people with complex support
needs who are struggling to cope
and require a targeted response at
Level 2/3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
Marsh Community Centre are
commissioned to deliver emotional
health and wellbeing services
across Lancaster.
- support to young people from the
traveller community from
Ryelands, Vale and Marsh through
a 10 week project called MAN UP.

Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire

Only available to young people in
Lancaster district.

N-compass Northwest
commissioned to deliver emotional
health and wellbeing services
across Lancaster.
Two interventions;
-1:1 self-harm counselling, with 8
1:1 counselling sessions
-Group work, with 6 weekly I hour
sessions

Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire

The Children’s Society
commissioned to deliver emotional
health and wellbeing services
across Lancaster.

Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire

Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk

Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire
Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk

Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk

Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
Only available to young people in
Lancaster district.
Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
Only available to young people in
Lancaster district.
Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
Only available to young people in
Lancaster district.
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The goal for this project is to
reduce the risk of Child Sexual
Exploitation (CSE) by developing a
better response and support in
specific areas of Lancaster.

Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk

Lancashire Psychological Support
Services are commissioned to
deliver emotional health and
wellbeing services across
Rossendale.

Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire
Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk

The offer includes 10/12 weekly
psychotherapy sessions, but is
flexible to meet the needs of the
young person
N-Compass are commissioned to
deliver emotional health and
wellbeing services across
Rossendale.
- a dedicated self-harm service in
Rossendale which targets support
to reduce the risk to their
emotional health and wellbeing.
Two interventions are proposed:
- 1:1 self-harm counselling, with 8
x 1:1 counselling sessions
- Group work, with 6 weekly I hour
sessions
Family Support – e.g.
 Functional family Therapy
 Neuro- Linguistic
Programming
 Solution Focused Coaching
 The Solihull Approach

Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire
Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk

Request for support to provider or
via district WPEH Coordinator
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)

Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
Only available to young people in
Rossendale district.
Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
Only available to young people in
Rossendale district.
Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.

Identified needs at level 2 or 3 of
the Continuum of Need
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Emotional Health and Wellbeing
This service is aimed at providing
support for and building resilience
in children, young people and
families where poor emotional
health and wellbeing is having a
significant impact on their lives.

Request for support to provider or
via district Wellbeing, Prevention
and Early Help (WPEH)
Coordinator
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)

Identified needs at level 2 or 3 of
the Continuum of Need

Domestic Abuse
This service is part of a wider
strategy to prevent and minimise
the effects of domestic abuse
across Lancashire and will provide
a range of therapeutic
interventions which are designed
to improve the relationship
between mother and child, whilst
also helping children to overcome
the effects of witnessing and/or
experiencing domestic violence.
Parenting
Evidenced parenting programmes
delivered to include Strengthening
Families, Incredible Years (5-8
years), Surviving Teenagers and
SpeakEasy
District WPEH coordinator support
– can provide advice and guidance
on CAF process, access to local
services and access to local
wellbeing, prevention and early
help panels.
Support for families, parents and
their children including
•
delivery of evidence based
parenting programmes (Positive
parenting, Family Links, Incredible
Years Webster Stratton,

Request for support to provider or
via district WPEH Coordinator
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)

Identified needs at level 2 or 3 of
the Continuum of Need

Request for support to provider or
via district WPEH Coordinator
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)

Identified needs at level 2 or 3 of
the Continuum of Need

Contact details:
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)

Find details of the local children's
centre at
http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/childr
en-education-families/childcareand-family-support/childrenscentres.aspx

Families, parents and children
can be referred to a children's
centres for inclusion in future
courses

Some services are free at the
point of access others may
need to be bought
in/commissioned from the
children's centre
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Strengthening Families, Speak
Easy )
•
one to one family support –
where a family's needs are
assessed and a plan of support is
put into place to support parents
with issues such as parenting,
boundaries, routines, positive
praise, consistency.
•
Venues for meetings and
conferences or family work
delivered by partners
Experienced family support
staff/outreach workers who can
support teaching/pastoral staff with
specific identified pieces of work

Find details of the local children's
centre at
http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/childr
en-education-families/childcareand-family-support/childrenscentres.aspx

Lancashire Psychological Support
Services are commissioned to
deliver emotional health and
wellbeing services across
Rossendale.

Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire
Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk

The offer includes 10/12 weekly
psychotherapy sessions, but is
flexible to meet the needs of the
young person
N-Compass are commissioned to
deliver emotional health and
wellbeing services across
Rossendale.
- a dedicated self-harm service in
Rossendale which targets support
to reduce the risk to their

Jim Cross
Operations Manager - Young
Lancashire
Office: 01772 556127
Mobile: 07702 670402
Email:
jim.cross@younglancashire.org.uk
www.younglancashire.org.uk

Commissioned service

Only available to young people in
Rossendale district.
Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.
Only available to young people in
Rossendale district.
Young people aged 12-19 (up to
age 25 for young people with
learning difficulties and
disabilities (LDD) who have been
assessed as having unmet needs
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emotional health and wellbeing.
Two interventions are proposed:
- 1:1 self-harm counselling, with 8
x 1:1 counselling sessions
- Group work, with 6 weekly I hour
sessions
Family Support – e.g.
 Functional family Therapy
 Neuro- Linguistic
Programming
 Solution Focused Coaching
 The Solihull Approach

at level 3 of the Lancashire
Continuum of Need.

Request for support to provider or
via district WPEH Coordinator
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)

Identified needs at level 2 or 3 of
the Continuum of Need

Emotional Health and Wellbeing
This service is aimed at providing
support for and building resilience
in children, young people and
families where poor emotional
health and wellbeing is having a
significant impact on their lives.

Request for support to provider or
via district WPEH Coordinator
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)

Identified needs at level 2 or 3 of
the Continuum of Need

Domestic Abuse
This service is part of a wider
strategy to prevent and minimise
the effects of domestic abuse
across Lancashire and will provide
a range of therapeutic
interventions which are designed
to improve the relationship
between mother and child, whilst
also helping children to overcome
the effects of witnessing and/or
experiencing domestic violence.
Parenting
Evidenced parenting programmes
delivered to include Strengthening
Families, Incredible Years (5-8
years), Surviving Teenagers and
SpeakEasy

Request for support to provider or
via district WPEH Coordinator
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)

Identified needs at level 2 or 3 of
the Continuum of Need

Request for support to provider or
Identified needs at level 2 or 3 of
via district WPEH Coordinator
the Continuum of Need
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)
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District WPEH coordinator support
– can provide advice and guidance
on CAF process, access to local
services and access to local
wellbeing, prevention and early
help panels.
Support for families, parents and
their children including
•
delivery of evidence based
parenting programmes (Positive
parenting, Family Links, Incredible
Years Webster Stratton,
Strengthening Families, Speak
Easy )
•
one to one family support –
where a family's needs are
assessed and a plan of support is
put into place to support parents
with issues such as parenting,
boundaries, routines, positive
praise, consistency.
•
Venues for meetings and
conferences or family work
delivered by partners
Experienced family support
staff/outreach workers who can
support teaching/pastoral staff with
specific identified pieces of work

Contact details:
(http://www.lancashirechildrenstrus
t.org.uk/resources/?siteid=6274&pa
geid=44490)
Web site –telephone of local
Children's Centre

Families, parents and children
can be referred to a children's
centres for inclusion in future
courses

Some services are free at the
point of access others may
need to be bought
in/commissioned from the
children's centre

Commissioned service
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k. Youth Offending Team
What support is offered?

How can I access it?

Advice and information on
behaviour management for pupils
known to the YOT
Behaviour management strategies
for young people aged 10-17
whose behaviour may put them at
risk of entering the criminal justice
system
Regular contact with schools
where young people known to
YOT are pupils to discuss
progress and address any issues
that may arise
Support with restorative
approaches to incidents in the
school setting
Victim contact and if appropriate
intervention where school staff or
other pupils are the victims of
offending in school
Risk assessment and support in
risk management for young
people with sexually harmful
behaviour (aged 10 and above)

Speak to the YOT case manager
(see local contact numbers)

Risk assessment and support in
management for young people
with aggressive/ violent
behaviours
Support for improvement in school
attendance, and involvement in
meetings for reintegration
following exclusion. This includes

Speak to YOT case manager

Contact the local YOT team
manager for discussion

What are the entry
requirements?
Young person known to the
YOT through a court or Out of
Court Disposal
Young person aged 10 or
above and deemed to be at risk
of entering the criminal justice
system

How much does it cost?
No cost to school

No cost to school

YOT case manager

Young person on Court Order
or Out of Court Disposal

No cost to school

Contact local YOT team manager
initially

All parties concerned must be
willing to participate in a
restorative approach
Young person already on an
order to YOT or dealt with by an
Out of Court Disposal

No cost to school

Young person presenting
sexually inappropriate / harmful
behaviour in or out of school
which needs to be managed to
enable them to attend school
safely
Young person on YOT order or
dealt with by Out of Court
Disposal for violence.

No cost to school

Young person on YOT order or
Out of Court Disposal

No cost to school

Speak to YOT case manager

Speak to YOT case manager

Speak to YOT case manager

No cost to school

No cost to school
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support for parents where a child
has been excluded.
Identification of potential
radicalisation or extremism issues
and referral to Channel team as
appropriate
Use of Communication
Assessment Tool to improve
understanding of young person's
communication needs
YOT health worker liaison with
school nurse where health issues
may be affecting attendance or
behaviour

Speak to YOT team manager

Speak to YOT case manager

Speak to YOT health worker via
case manager

Any young person aged
between 10-17 for whom there
are concerns in respect of
extremism
Young person on YOT order or
Out of Court Disposal

No cost to school

Young person on YOT order or
Out of Court Disposal

No cost to school

No cost to school

Additional information can be found at:

http://www.lancashire.gov.uk/council/organisation-and-partnerships/the-youth-offending-team.aspx

East Lancashire
Team Manager:
Shirley Johnson

Office bases:
Burnley – 01282 471200
Accrington - 01254 389456

North Lancashire
Team Manager:
Allan Miller

Office bases:
Fylde & Wyre - 01524 586630
Lancaster - 01524 586630

South & Central Lancashire
Team Manager:
Sarah Callon

Office bases:
Preston - 01772 532047
South Lancs - 01257 516051
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What support is offered?

How can I access it?

What are the entry requirements?

How much does it cost?

One to one support for young
people experiencing issues with
substance use or affected by
others’ use

Self-refer or referral by support
agency (school, social worker,
etc) – referral form attached

Anyone under 21 accepted

No cost to school

Nothing specific

No cost

(Please refer to Appendix 8
below)
Groupwork/education sessions for
pupils and/or staff around current
trends, harm reduction

Direct request to our team
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7. Managed Moves
What is it?
DfE guidance recommends a managed move as an alternative to exclusion:
‘A number of different alternatives may be available to head teachers in response to a serious breach of behaviour (including a) managed move
to another school to enable the pupil to have a fresh start in a new school. Parents should never be pressured into removing their child from
the school under threat of permanent exclusion, nor should pupils’ names be deleted from the school roll on disciplinary grounds unless the
formal permanent exclusion procedures set out in statute and in this guidance.'
Which pupils?
Managed moves should only be considered when it is in the best interests of the pupil
concerned:
 Where the young person is facing permanent exclusion for persistently breaking school rules
 Where a pupil has a long history of challenging behaviour and interventions have proved unsuccessful.
 Where the relationship between the pupil and either a particular group of fellow pupils and/or staff has broken down or where there is an
expected pattern of behaviour which might be broken by a fresh start in a new setting.
 Where there has been a serious one off incident that might have led to permanent exclusion but is out of character in respect of the
young person's history.
It should be noted that schools should not initiate the process when in the head’s view the pupil cannot in any circumstances succeed in a new
setting.
Pupil History
In any approach to a new school all the relevant details of the pupil’s history should be fully revealed and there should be no attempt to
minimise the nature and extent of the challenge the pupil may represent. A managed move form should be completed and considered
alongside a behaviour log and the attendance record.
Planning the move
If a managed move is agreed, there will be some pupils for whom it will be appropriate to put a Pastoral Support Plan in place. Not all pupils fall
into this category and each case should be treated on an individual basis.
In all cases, a meeting should be hosted at the new school and attended by the pupil, parent(s) and relevant professionals from both schools.
Depending on availability, and the nature of the challenge the young person presents, the meeting may also include the Head of Year, SENCo
or Pastoral Head and/or the class teacher.
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The meeting should aim to:
ing school’s expectations in terms of behaviour and attendance

Direction.
Managed Moves can either be agreed between schools or facilitated by the local Pupil Access Team. Once the managed move has been
agreed the home school MUST complete a direction form and provide a copy to the parent(s). This form indicates the place of schooling for the
duration of the managed moves alongside the hours and contact details.
As the Pupil Access Team keep an overview of pupil movement for the purposes of implementing the Fair Access protocols, ongoing managed
moves should be discussed at the local Pupil Placement Panels.
(Please refer to Appendix 9 below)
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8. Alternative Provision
Alternative provision can be an appropriate tool in supporting a pupil, usually in KS4, to improve engagement in learning and tailoring the
curriculum to meet individual needs and interests. Schools are now able to direct a pupil to alternative provision to improve behaviour. The key
to the success of this strategy is identifying the appropriate curriculum or vocational area and suitable provider. At best this would be part time
provision with the pupils accessing the rest of the curriculum in their mainstream school. Occasionally it is appropriate to source full time
alternative provision, such as through a Pupil Referral Unit or college, but the school remains responsible for the quality of the provision
commissioned and monitoring attendance, progress and outcomes. The use of alternative provision at KS3 should be carefully considered and
should be focused on short term interventions to prevent exclusion. The 10 Secondary Pupil Referral Units across Lancashire all provided
alternative provision programmes and there are a large range of other providers such as colleges, private companies, social enterprise
companies and charities. Lancashire are currently setting up a quality assessment standard for alternative providers with the aim of
establishing a web site to access information on those that reach the standard.
Guidance on the use of Alternative provision is available from the DFE: Statutory Guidance on Alternative Provision
(https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/alternative-provision)
and Lancashire Policy on Alternative Provision.
(Please refer to Appendix 10 below)
Students should be directed to an alternative provider through the use of the direction form (see above within managed moves section)

9. Transition Issues
Transition impacts upon behaviour in many ways. The most common issues are when children move from reception up to Y1 and Y6 to Y7.
Some children struggle with the additional routines and expectations placed upon them at both these points. Vulnerable child ren need to be
identified for early intervention and additional transition packages. A Y6 child struggling to manage their behaviour in the smaller primary school
setting can easily fall into a pattern of avoidance or attention seeking behaviour once established in Y6. Strategies to be used at transition will
vary dependent on the needs of the child but a clear cross phase plan for additional intervention during the summer term is essential for some
children. This might be developing a relationship with a key adult in the secondary school during the summer term, family work including the
secondary school, involvement in secondary school events, sports clubs, and summer schools pre transition. Effective information transfer is
key at this point. During the summer term of Y6 it is important for the secondary school to be involved in reviews of behaviour plans and/or
CAFs.
Additional transition points can be when children move between a mainstream setting and a PRU provision or from a PRU provision to a
mainstream secondary school. Managed moves are also a transition point where close links between the two settings need to be maintained
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through information sharing and joint reviews. Familiarisation visits and visits by staff between the two settings are key alongside time spent
exploring the child’s feelings about the move and clarifying all the practical changes to the child’s routine. For example, how do they feel about
the travel arrangements, new teachers and timetable, size of the school.

10.

Fixed term Exclusion

Only the head teacher of a school can exclude a pupil and this must be on disciplinary ground. Pupils can be excluded for either a fixed period
of days (up to a maximum of 45 school days in a single academic year) or permanently.
The decision to exclude should only be taken:



in response to serious or persistent breaches of a school's behaviour policy; and
where allowing the pupil to remain in school would seriously harm the education and welfare of the pupil or others in the school.

Schools must have a behaviour policy and the use of exclusion should be explained within it.
Pupils can be excluded at lunchtimes only and they each count as half a day of exclusion. Parents will be expected to collect and supervise the
pupil. Lunchtime exclusions should not be for more than five school days. Pupils who are entitled to receive free school meals should still
receive this entitlement.
When the decision is taken to exclude a pupil, the head teacher must, without delay, notify the parents of the length of the exclusion and the
reason for it. The DoE requires that the exclusion letter contains a number of items of information and for this reason commends model letters
that can be found on the school portal https://schoolsportal.lancsngfl.ac.uk/sp_atoz/service.asp?u_id=421&strSL=E)
An exclusion notification form (PEN1) is also available on the portal and should be returned electronically to the local pupil access team.
For the first five days of any exclusion parents are legally required to ensure their child is not in a public place during school hours. School work
should be provided for this period of time.
For a fixed period exclusion of more than 5 days, the school must arrange suitable full-time education at an alternative site. To enable this to
happen, in the secondary sector most schools have established arrangements with neighbouring schools and make use of internal exclusion
provision. In the primary sector it is more common for the pupil to attend another local primary accompanied by a TA. For CLA, alternative
provision should be organised from the first day of the exclusion.
When alternative provision is organised parents must receive a direction letter. Please see below
(Please refer to Appendix 11 below)
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A reintegration meeting with parents following the expiry of a fixed period exclusion is good practice. Details of the meeting should be included
in the exclusion letter.
However, a fixed period exclusion cannot be extended if a meeting cannot be arranged on the morning of the return to schoo l or if parents
refuse to attend.
When an exclusion takes place, the governing body has a duty to consider and parental representations. For exclusions of 5 days or fewer
there does not have to be a specific meeting and the head teacher's decision cannot be overturned but the governors' views should be placed
on the pupil's record.
For exclusions of more than 5 and up to 15 school days in a term, a meeting need only be organised if the parent makes a specific request. For
exclusion of over 15 school days in a term there must be a meeting.
'Informal' or 'unofficial' exclusions, such as sending pupils home 'to cool off' are unlawful, regardless of whether they occur with the agreement
of parents or carers.
If you require information or advice about exclusions, please contact your local pupil access team.
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Case Studies to exemplify the effective use of a pathway approach
Child A
Reason for the intervention
 Y4 male with no diagnosed SEN
 A finds it difficult to settle to written work. He will talk to others, move around the classroom when he should be working. On
occasion he has spoiled his own work and that of others.
 A does not interact positively with his peers during unstructured time. For example, he loses his temper if he does not perform
well during football games and chases other children around the yard without their encouragement
Interventions
 Reviewed seating arrangements in the class
 Assessed learning needs to eliminate SEN. Writing structures provided. Use of lap top/ tablet when necessary
 Personalised rewards system based upon engagement with task and reduction in behaviours distracting other students.
 Use of visual prompts as a reminder of the required behaviour e.g. staying in seat, keeping hands and feet to yourself
 Lunchtime job role created
 1:1 session to reinforce the expected behaviour during football
 Rewards available at lunchtime
These strategies were reviewed weekly. Initially A showed some improvement. After 8 weeks of the programme A's behaviour began to
deteriorate again. Some escalations were noticed with A becoming angry when he was challenged.







Formal parental meeting arranged to discuss the next steps. This identified some issues with behaviour at home. Referral made to
Lancashire Parenting via the Children's Trust to support the family with boundaries at home
More structured intervention programme introduced. ABC approach used to identify triggers and very specific target behaviours.
Child friendly support plan developed. Use of supported rating scales (For example, what does 10 look like, where am I now? How do I
get to the next level?) with the pupil and class teacher or TA assessing progress together. Agreed ratings used throughout the day to a
daily target.
Specific rewards and sanctions agreed for use in class and at home in response to the agreed targets. All staff to be aware of the
programme targets and outcomes
Football becomes a more structured activity which is refereed by an adult. A can be encouraged to be a football coach
Anger management sessions delivered by trained TA within school

Regular review meetings undertaken including parents and family worker. Parents reported an improvement in A's behaviour at home. This
was mirrored in school.
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Outcome
Regular review meetings undertaken including parents and family worker. Parents reported an improvement in A's behaviour at home. This
was mirrored in school.
Exit strategies were introduced. A was placed on a less structured (self-assessed) reward card. There was a gradual reduction in the amount of
supervision of football and less use of laptop/ tablet.
Monitoring continued on a less frequent basis.
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Child B
Reason for the intervention
 Y8 LAC female newly arrived at school
 Poor attendance and punctuality at lessons
 Regularly fails or refuses to complete work
 Regularly talks inappropriately and does not respond to the use of the school behaviour system
 When challenged B can be very rude and aggressive
Interventions






School to ensure that a PEP review is held and that all strategies are communicated to relevant staff
B to be given a start of the day routine. B to go to the inclusion unit at the start of the day to check that she is ready for learning.
For example, B has correct equipment for the day, knows her timetable and is calm and ready to learn
Assessment of learning needs undertaken. This identifies that B struggles with a low reading age and significant gaps in
knowledge due to pervious history of poor attendance. Additional support provided through the inclusion unit to address reading
and also knowledge gaps
Develop a behaviour plan to show consistent expectations and consequences to be applied by all staff
Named member of staff to be identified as a mentor. Planned review sessions put in place
The strategies were reviewed after 4 weeks. Attendance and punctuality has improved and relationship with mentor has
developed positively. Behaviour problems within the classroom persists.








ABC process used to identify hotspots for support and triggers for behaviour issues
Inclusion manager to discuss specific strategies with hotspot teachers. For example, how to make reading tasks more
accessible, consistent approach to dealing with any angry outburst or failure to complete work
Targeted TA support for some hotspot lessons
Regular review of behaviour support plan with staff feedback, inclusion manager, pastoral lead, social worker and carers
EP referral to make assessment of level of need and to identify if support additional to the current catch up support is required.
For example, work on dyslexia or attachment
In response to the EP assessment of a specific learning need and attachment issues the current programme of inclusion support
has been reviewed. This now includes a specialist 1:1 tutor for reading and training provided to enable the mentor to deal with
some of the attachment issues. Mentor sets up a safe space strategy to deal with episodes of intense anger.

Programme reviewed to assess impact. Virtual school team member invited to the meeting. Additional funding provided through
the 'High needs pupil premium fund' for a specialist tutor to address the learning needs. Anger management programme and
counselling programme introduced.
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Outcome
 Attendance and punctuality continues to improve
 Building positive relationships with some staff members
 Reading age improving
 Whilst there are still episodes of angry outbursts the safe space strategy is used appropriately to diffuse the situation and prevent
escalation
 Whilst there are still issues with homework completion and the amount of work completed in class B is now completing more work than
previously
Next steps:
 Continuation of intensive support programme including regular reviews
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Support service case studies
Stepping Stones Primary PRU
Thresholds for requests to receive support from the Stepping Stones Intervention Team (SSIT) will be different for every individual school,
depending on their resources, staffing, and their experience in the management of pupils experiencing difficulties of a behavioural, emotional or
social nature. Eg: A school in an area of high deprivation, with higher than average pupils with SEN on roll, with extensive experience in managing
challenging behaviour will have a higher threshold for requesting support than a small urban school in an affluent area with a lower than average
number of SEN pupils on roll and staff who have had less experience of managing challenging behaviour.
Child A
Area of high deprivation.
Pastoral team (inc. learning mentor, family support worker, etc).
Nurture group.
Staff with experience of managing BESD.
Resources relevant to BESD.
Reason for
Intervention








Support
provided
Prior to
referral









John is not engaging with curriculum because behaviour is a
barrier.
John has separate playtimes due to violence towards peers.
After 1:1 interventions on anger management, 15 incidents of
violence recorded on ABC’s, 3 serious incidents.
Angry, frustrated outbursts in class leading to prevention of
learning for all.
No improvement despite spending mornings in a Nurture
Group.
2 fixed term exclusions this term for violence towards staff
and peers.
Assessments ruling out underlying learning difficulties.
Referral to relevant agencies for support, eg. SALT
Daily small group/1:1 work on anger. Management, selfesteem & social skills with TA3.
Meeting held with parents, class teacher, SENCo and DHT.
Boxall assessment
IBP written using Boxall to inform targets.
Learning mentor engaged with family -provision of routines
chart to improve punctuality.

Child B
Small rural school.
Staff with limited experience of managing BESD.
No pastoral team.
No Nurture Group
Never had experience of applying a fixed term exclusion.












Paris is not engaging with curriculum because behaviour is
a barrier.
Paris difficult to manage at playtimes – often sent in.
5 incidents of violence recorded on ABCs.
Angry, frustrated outbursts in class leading to prevention of
learning for all.
Frequent refusal to work.

Diligent tracking of progress within age group outlined
limited progress in all curriculum areas.
Weekly small group work on social skills with TA2.
Meeting held with parents, class teacher, SENCo and DHT.
IBP written
Engagement with SENDO and EP – initial conversations.
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Referral
Route








Intervention
Undertaken –
what has
been
implemented













Impact of
Intervention






Learning mentor signposted parents to Early Intervention
Support.
Engagement with SENDO and EP – initial conversations.
Completion of referral documents on Stepping Stones website. (NB: Referral will only be actioned if all requested documents are
attached)
Opening and completion of a CAF is desirable. (not for children who are looked after).
SSIT will do up to 2 observations of the child within their learning environment.
SSIT will write an Intervention Plan which is tailored specifically for John.
SSIT will meet with parents, adults working with John/ Paris (class teacher, TA) and a member of the management team. Ideally
the SENCO would attend. SSIT will go through the plan, clarifying strategies.
Weekly visit by SSIT to support adults with implementing John’s Intervention Plan. Occasional work with John if appropriate.
Attendance at TAFs where appropriate.
All strategies on Intervention Plan for the class are
 All strategies on Intervention Plan are consistently used by all
consistent with Nurture Group.
adults, including lunchtime support.
Parents are engaged and are familiar with every strategy
 Parents are engaged and are familiar with every strategy being
being used. Weekly meeting and play session with
used.
Learning mentor.
 Seating within class changed – individual workstation.
Seating within class changed – individual workstation.
 Time Out area designated and all staff are now confident with
Time Out area designated and all staff are now confident
its use. Time Out area used at play and lunchtimes.
with its use. Time Out area used at play and lunchtimes.
 Small group work on social skills continued, with a specific &
Provision of resources by SSIT for 1:1 work.
structured programme provided by SSIT. First 2 sessions were
modelled by SSIT.
Weekly circle time to help with class rules – initially
modelled by SSIT.
 Weekly circle time to help with class rules – initially modelled
by SSIT.
Very structured timetable; broken down learning; rewards
– supported visually.
 Very structured timetable; broken down learning; rewards –
supported visually
Use of visual aids to support listening. SSIT provided
these and modelled their use.
 Use of visual aids to support listening. SSIT provided these
and modelled their use.
Games modelled before playtimes with a small group &
TA, then played outside.
Smooth transition from Nurture Group to full time in class
 Staff are clearer about reasons behind Paris’s challenging
where there is continued use of the strategies.
behaviour.
Parents use more positive language with John and enjoy
 Paris has her own workstation and attempts short work tasks
playing with him more.
with rewards after each task.
Parents are more aware of the small successes John has
 Whole class are clearer about class rules, consequences &
at school.
rewards - Class teacher is now delivering weekly circle times.
John has his own workstation and attempts short work
 The class have an allocated Time Out space which Paris
tasks with rewards after each task.
accesses.
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Whole class are clearer about class rules, consequences
& rewards.
John responds more frequently to instructions, both verbal
& pictoral.
John is able to access play/lunchtimes with the other
pupils.
There is a consistent use of positive language from all
adults, including lunchtime staff.
Violent incidents have reduced significantly. John is aware
of consequences.





Paris responds more frequently to instructions, both verbal &
pictoral.
There is a consistent use of positive language from all adults,
including lunchtime staff.
Violent incidents have reduced significantly. Paris is aware of
consequences.

Golden Hill Primary PRU
Case study: Pupil LT
The school is in a village and the staff are not used to managing challenging behaviour. The school received an Outstanding judgement at their
last OFSTED inspection but they were due to be inspected again.

Reason for the intervention (brief description of the intervention)
The following areas were identified as the main factors influencing the pupil and despite school staff providing their own interventions for LT,
his behaviour continued to affect his learning and the learning of other children in the class.
 LT craves adult attention and will try to gain this in any way he can.
 LT likes to be in control and tries to manipulate his peers and adults so he remains in control of both situations and people.
 LT likes routines to stay the same and finds it difficult if the end result does not match his preconceived idea of the outcome.
 LT can be unpredictable: cooperative and calm one minute but aggressive and unapproachable at other times without obvious triggers
evident. LT can be impulsive.
 LT’s anger can be explosive and happens quickly. He then finds it difficult to calm down afterwards.
 LT finds it difficult to maintain friendships because his peers are wary of him. He likes to be in control during play and finds it difficult
to cooperate and share.
 LT can be aggressive towards staff and peers e.g. throwing objects, spitting and hitting.
 LT can have a negative attitude towards tasks he does not choose himself or he does not want to complete. He will refuse to follow
instructions given.
 LT does not accept responsibility for his actions. He finds it difficult to say sorry.
 LT finds unstructured times of the day difficult.
 LT finds Literacy difficult and does not like to write. He is making good academic progress in all other curriculum areas.
 LT had received a number of fixed term exclusions during the year and the governors were putting pressure on the Headteacher to
permanently exclude him if there was another violent outburst against adults or children.
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Support provided prior to the referral (including impact)
The school had trialled several strategies prior to the referral to Golden Hill Inclusion Support Team (GHIST).
 LT was given additional small group support for his Literacy skills as this was an area he found difficult. Dyslexia screening was
undertaken to rule out any underlying difficulties.
 LT was involved in a weekly social skills session run by the Learning Mentor.
 Daily contact was established between school and home to ensure effective communication was established.
 CSC were involved because Mum was experiencing difficulties at home with her three children (LT’s brother is at a BESD Special
School and his behaviour has a huge impact on the whole family).
 A CAF was opened and all relevant information was recorded by Mum and the school.
 A Boxall profile was completed and IEPs were written and evaluated on a regular basis.
 The SENCO discussed LT with the EP regularly and then an EP assessment was completed. Suggested strategies were
implemented by staff at the school and the IEP was adapted accordingly.
 CAMHS saw LT for an initial appointment and it was agreed to put him onto the waiting list for an ADOS assessment.
Referral route
The GHIST referral paper work asks for the following information:
Common Assessment Form (CAF) and TAC Meeting Minutes
Chronology of Action
Class Teacher/SENCO/Headteacher summary (Performa and Appendix 1included)
Attendance (print out from SIMS)
Assessments
Evaluated IEPs/IBPs
‘All About Me’ Profile (if available)
Fixed Term/Permanent Exclusion information
Child’s View
Parents/Carers View
Boxall Profile Assessment (OPTIONAL)
Behaviour Logs/ABC’s plus Evaluations
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Reports from other services and agencies involved:
IDSS
CAMHS / Medical Reports
Children's Social Care
Voluntary Agencies
Other

The GHIST Manager then completes an observation of the child in their school setting. An Inclusion Support Plan is written and this is then
shared the following week with the parents and staff from school (including a member of the SLT).
A block of six weeks work is completed and a review meeting is held. A further six weeks of support could be provided if it is appropriate.
Intervention undertaken
The Headteacher had employed a new TA to work with LT but she had not worked with children displaying challenging behaviour before.
GHIST worked with the TA to help implement strategies that would effectively support LT.
Strategies were implemented that would support the child even if there was an ASD diagnosis. The TA listened to all advise and
implemented all suggested strategies:
 A visual timetable was implemented.
 A work station with all LT’s relevant information displayed clearly was set up. LT used this for Literacy mainly and joined in groups
within the class for Numeracy work.
 A ‘Now and Next’ system was introduced and this was linked to a rewards and consequences system. The rewards and
consequences were discussed with LT and he chose a Super Hero theme. Photographs were used to ensure LT was very clear about
what was expected of him.
 A ‘Time Out’ area was moved and set up in a more appropriate place. The use of the area was role-played while LT was calm and, in
addition to this, a Social Story was written and laminated. This is referred to on a regular basis so LT remembers how to use his area
appropriately.
 The TA joined in with GHIST to present some Emotional Literacy sessions and then these were followed up during the week.
 The TA also worked alongside GHIST to complete Social Skills sessions and these were also repeated by the TA during the week.
 Regular contact was made between the TA and GHIST. She was able to e-mail, text or phone if she was unsure about a situation.
 A RAG record of all incidents are recorded so patterns are identified more easily (school realised writing was an issue for LT and
agreed alternative methods of recording his work).
Impact of intervention
 Staff in the school feel more empowered to deal with LT’s challenging behaviour and understand how to deal with his behaviour if he
has become frustrated or anxious.
 There were two violent incidents in the first six weeks of support that were managed effectively by the staff who also dealt with the
situations in a restorative way. During the second incident, the ‘Time out’ area was used appropriately and LT was praised for this.
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During the second block of six weeks support, there were no violent incidents at all and the ‘Time Out’ area had been used effectively
on several occasions without any violence. The Headteacher is no longer talking about permanent exclusion as she has seen how
LT’s behaviour can be managed well by her staff.
LT is becoming more confident and more independent and is happy to work in class without his TA. The TA has more of a distant
support role and this is working well. The TA will continue into the new school year but will be slowly withdrawn if the progress
continues to be made.
LT is interacting well at playtimes with his peers who want to play with him. He is able to share, turn take and lose in a game and will
ask for help from an adult if he is finding a situation difficult.
Writing is still difficult for LT so new strategies are being discussed: the use of a lap top, a scribe and ‘scaffolded’ support at times
alongside LT writing with TA support. Additional small group Literacy support programmes are also being considered for LT.
LT’s Mum says he is happier at school and he is talking about his day now. He does not want to be like his brother and she says he
feels he can be successful in school so has seen a change in his attitude.
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Effective behaviour support
Case study
Service: Youth Offending Team (YOT)

Reason for the intervention (brief description of the intervention)
Following the death of a former pupil as a result of a violent incident, there had been much disruption in school as students had split loyalties
between victim and offenders. This was a case very much embedded in the local community with its geographical loyalties and connections. As
such, school were finding it difficult to present objective factual awareness of issues.
Support provided prior to the referral (including impact)
We had not been asked to provide support prior to this as the event triggered the behaviours.
Referral route
Approached by a teacher at Pupil Referral Unit to deliver a Knife Crime awareness programme
Intervention undertaken
The Knife Crime programme was presented to individual tutor groups (mainly Year 9). Pupils watched a video and then completed a series of
reflective tasks.
Impact of intervention
Young people said they had learnt about the impact of knife crime especially in physiological terms. YOT staff presenting the programme felt
that by having YOT stating facts it was more credible in terms of legal implications as YOT staff had actual case studies to draw upon and
knowledge of consequences for young people.
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Appendix 1

ABC CHART
Pupil: _____________________________
Date

Antecedents
When and where did it
happen?
Who was involved?

Behaviour
What did the pupil
actually do?

Consequences
What happened
afterwards?
What was done?

Staff member to initial recording
Copy retained in pupil file
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Appendix 2

A B C Observation
Name:

Date of Birth:

Setting:
Date
&Time

Where did
it happen?

What happened just
before? (A)

What did ……….. do?
(B)

What did you do? (C)

What happened as a
result of YOUR
ACTION?

Staff
Initial

Staff response:

Parent’s response:

Notes for feedback:
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Appendix 2

Behaviour Frequency Record – Consistency

Use tally marks to record each time the specified behaviour is observed

Name:

Date of Birth:

Date started:

Completed by:

Date completed:
Specific behaviour to be observed:
Total number of times
behaviour observed

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

Activity:

Monday
Date
Tuesday
Date
Wednesday
Date
Thursday
Date
Friday
Date
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Appendix 2

Behaviour Observation Sheet
Name:
Behaviour to be observed:
Areas of concern:
Date
&Time

What did the
child do?

What provoked the
child?

Where did it happen
and with whom?

What action did you
take?

What was the result of
your action?

Staff
Initial
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Appendix 3

REFERRAL CRITERIA WHICH WOULD BE MOST APPROPRIATELY DIRECTED
TO CHILDREN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES – EAST LANCASHIRE
Children’s Psychological Services (CPS) are specialist services which accepts referrals for cases which
require uni-disciplinary input. It is expected that there will have been a primary intervention
(unsuccessful) before CPS become involved. This primary intervention may, for example, come from the
services of Health Visiting, School Nursing, School Counselling, Children’s Continence Service, Learning
Mentors, Family Support. If following primary intervention you feel input from CPS is required then
please follow the criteria below which will guide you as to whether to refer to CPS.
Referral Criteria

Presenting concerns accepted

Examples

Emotional difficulties

Anxiety, panic, phobias, low mood, obsessivecompulsive difficulties
Attachment and separation issues
Unresolved grief, trauma, PTSD, abuse
Medical conditions (with or without established
organic cause), Acquired Brain Injury.
Poor emotional regulation, non-compliance,
oppositional behaviour, verbal and physical abuse
and/or aggression
Complex issues re sleep, toileting, eating habits.

Complex relationship difficulties
Stress and life-event circumstances
Psychological adjustment to physical health
difficulties, illness or disability
Behavioural difficulties associated with emotional
distress
Psychological adjustment to/management of
developmental and neurodevelopmental issues

Social & Communication difficulties, Autistic
Spectrum Condition (ASC), ADHD.
Complex psychological difficulties which have been
resistant to previous alternative intervention

Exclusion criteria

Examples

Persistent & severe conduct difficulties

Fire setting, absconding, stealing, other criminal
activity
Sexual abuse or grooming of others
Preoccupation with sexual interests or behaviour
inappropriate to developmental stage
Alcohol, illegal drug use and use of legal highs
Truancy, school refusal

Sexually exploitative behaviour or extreme
sexualised behaviour
Substance misuse
Difficulties which are predominantly school-based
(in the absence of significant difficulties at home)
Moderate-severe mental health issues

Concerns re psychosis, emerging personality disorder,
mood disorders, eating disorders, such as, Anorexia
Nervosa or Bulimia Nervosa
Self-harm & suicidal ideation
Cutting, overdose
Moderate/Severe Learning Disability
Children with an EHCP that states they have a
moderate/severe learning disability
Children’s Psychological Services (CPS) Referral Criteria – October 2014
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Appendix 3

CPS accepts referrals up until a child’s 16 th birthday once they have turned 16 a referral to adult
services will need to be considered.
CPS accepts referrals for children & young people who present with moderate or severe
difficulties in their life and emotional wellbeing, as outlined below:

MILD

Impact
Symptoms cause occasional disruption but do not
undermine functioning and impact is only in a
single context. All/most age appropriate activities
could be completed given the opportunity. The
CYP may have some meaningful interpersonal
relationships.

MODERATE Functioning is impaired in at least one context but
may be variable with sporadic difficulties or
symptoms in several but not all domains.

SEVERE

CYP is completely unable to participate ageappropriately in daily activities in at least one
domain and may even be unable to function in all
domains (e.g., stays at home or in bed all day
without taking part in social activities, needing
constant supervision due to level of difficulties.

Distress
Distress may be situational and/or
occurs irregularly less than once a
week. Most people who do not know
the CYP well would not consider
him/her to have problems but those
who do know him/her well might
express concern.
Distress occurs on most days in a week.
OR: The problem would be apparent to
those who encounter the child in a
relevant setting or time but not to
those who see the child in other
settings.
Distress is extreme and constant on a
daily basis. It would be clear to anyone
that there is a problem.

PLEASE NOTE:Neither Child Psychology Services (CPS) or East Lancashire Child and Adolescent Service (ELCAS –
Child Psychiatry) are emergency or crisis services. In situations of urgency we will be happy to advise,
but where there is a high level of risk that cannot be managed or an out of hours response is
required, please consider using existing emergency pathways. In these circumstances, you should
also consider making a referral to Children’s Social Care.

Children’s Psychological Services (CPS) Referral Criteria – October 2014
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Appendix 4

REFERRAL CRITERIA WHICH WOULD BE MOST APPROPRIATELY DIRECTED
TO EAST LANCASHIRE CHILD AND ADOLESCENT SERVICE – CHILD
PSYCHIATRY
East Lancashire Child and Adolescent Service (ELCAS – Child Psychiatry) is a specialist mental health
child psychiatry service. It accepts referrals for cases which require complex multi-disciplinary
interventions and/or psychiatric input.
It is expected that there will have been a range of primary and Tier 2 interventions before ELCAS
become involved in a young person’s care. This intervention may, for example, come from the
services of Health Visiting, School Nursing, School Counselling, Schools, Children’s Social Care,
Children Looked After Services and Child Psychology Services. If following these interventions you
feel input from ELCAS is required then please follow the criteria below which will guide you as to
whether referral is appropriate.
Referral Criteria

Presenting concerns accepted

Examples

Complex emotional difficulties
Psychiatric disorders

Depression/Low mood
Anxiety Disorders
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
Eating Disorders – anorexia nervosa/bulimia
Coping with the mental health consequences of
abuse/neglect
Psychosis (under the age of 14)
Looked after children where there is evidence of a mental
health disorder
Complex family issues where there is a mental health
component for the young person
Enmeshed challenging/damaging family relationships
High Risk of Family Breakdown where there is evidence of a
mental health disorder
Significant unresolved grief affecting mental health trauma
Post traumatic stress disorder
Acts of self harm/self injury
Suicidal Ideation
Where combined with other disorders
Severe attachment difficulties
Autistic Spectrum Conditions (Where combined with other
disorders)
ADHD –behaviour and pharmacological intervention
Tourette’s Syndrome
Including young people known to the Youth Offending
Service

Complex relationship difficulties

Stress and life-event circumstances
Self Harm
Behavioural difficulties associated with
emotional distress
Mental health management of
developmental and neurodevelopmental
issues
Complex psychiatric difficulties which
have been resistant to previous
alternative intervention
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Exclusion criteria

Examples

Persistent & severe conduct difficulties
i.e. Criminal behaviour (in the absence of
other mental health disorders)
Sexually exploitative behaviour or
extreme sexualised behaviour

Fire setting, absconding, stealing, other criminal activity
(consider Youth Offending Team - YOT)

Substance misuse
Difficulties which are predominantly
school-based (in the absence of
significant difficulties at home)
Mild to moderate psychological
difficulties

Severe Learning Disability

Sexual abuse or grooming of others
Preoccupation with sexual interests or behaviour
inappropriate to developmental stage (other services such
as GMAP are available)
Alcohol, illegal drug use and use of legal highs (other
services such as Early Break are commissioned)
Truancy, school refusal unless there is a mental health
component
CPS will consider referrals for young people with moderate
to severe difficulties in their life and emotional wellbeing.
Including complex issues regarding sleep, toileting, eating
habits and Social & Communication Difficulties.
Children with an EHCP that states they have a
moderate/severe learning disability (services can be
accessed for CAMHS LD via Central CAMHS
[Preston/Chorley] in agreement with the local CCG)

ELCAS- Child Psychiatry accepts referrals up until a child’s 16th birthday once they have turned
16 a referral to adult services will need to be considered.

PLEASE NOTE:Neither ELCAS or Child Psychology Services (CPS) are emergency or crisis services. In situations of
urgency we will be happy to advise, but where there is a high level of risk that cannot be managed
or an out of hours response is required, please consider using existing emergency pathways. In
these circumstances, you should also consider making a referral to Children’s Social Care.
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ACCESS TO CAMHS & CHILDREN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES (CPS) FOR
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE UNDER 16 YEARS

Medical
Practitioner

Education &
Clinical
Psychologists

Other Professionals via active
CAF/EHCP (only for those
under 16 years)

Social Workers

Psychologists

Is problem mainly school based?

Yes

Use School based
services

No
UNSURE WHETHER
OR NOT TO REFER
TO CAMHS or CPS ?

Has child & family been in receipt of primary care
interventions which have been unsuccessful

No

Consider using Help Direct
http://www.helpdirect.org.uk/eastlancashire/

Yes
Ring for advice
on numbers
below

Is there continuing significant
impairment for child and family

No

Re-refer to universal services
for further input

Yes
Refer to CAMHS or CPS depending on locality,
complexity and severity

Lancaster &
Morecambe
CAMHS, The Ross
Children’s Centre,
Euston Road,
Morecambe, LA4
5LE

Fylde & Wyre
CAMHS,
Whitegate Health
Centre, 150-158
Whitegate Drive,
Blackpool, FY3
9ES

Tel: 01524 550650

Tel: 01253 657166

West Lancashire CAMHS,
Westgate House,
Tanhouse Road,
Skelmersdale, WN8 6DS
Tel: 01772 588430

Preston CAMHS,
Ellen House, 1-3
Ellen Court,
Preston, PR1 7RH
Tel: 01772 777344

Chorley & South
Ribble CAMHS,
Shawbrook House,
Balcarres Road,
Chorley, PR25
3ED
Tel: 01772 644644

Longlands CDU Westbourne
Drive, Lancaster LA1 5EE
Tel: 01524 34331

Central Lancashire
Avondale Unit Royal Preston
Hospital PR2 9HT
Tel: 01772 773415

Neither CPS or CAMHS are emergency or crisis services. In situations of urgency we will be happy to advise
but where there is a high level of risk that cannot be managed or an out of hours response is required,
please consider using existing emergency pathways.
In these circumstances, you should also consider making a referral to Children’s Social Care.
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CHILD AND ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
AND
CHILDREN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

SINGLE REFERRAL PROCESS
INFORMATION FOR REFERRERS

TOGETHER WE ARE COMMITTED TO STREAMLINING A CHILD & YOUNG PERSON’S
JOURNEY THROUGH OUR SERVICES

This guidance is prepared to outline and clarify referral into CAMHS. It is not intended to
replace existing pathways for learning disabilities, drug & alcohol services or family support
services.

Children & Families
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SERVICE INFORMATION
Working together as CAMHS and Children’s Psychological Services provide timely and appropriate
access to specialist provision for children and young people with a broad range of emotional health,
psychological distress and mental health disorders. We aim to provide a single route of access to our
specialist services for children, young people and their families. We take referrals for children and young
people under the age of 16.
Children’s Psychological Service (CPS) is a specialist service which accepts referrals for cases which
require uni-disciplinary input. It is expected that there will have been a primary intervention
(unsuccessful) before CPS become involved. This primary intervention may, for example, come from
the services of Health Visiting, School Nursing, School Counselling, Children’s Continence Service,
Learning Mentors and/or Family Support.
Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services is a specialist mental health child psychiatry service. It
accepts referrals for cases which require complex multi-disciplinary interventions or psychiatric input.
It is expected that there will have been a range of primary and Tier 2 interventions before ELCAS become
involved in a young person’s care. This intervention may, for example, come from the services of
Health Visiting, School Nursing, School Counselling, Schools, Children’s Social Care, Looked After
Children Services and/or Child Psychology Services.
REFERRAL ROUTES
A single referral process has been developed between CPS and CAMHS so that referrals can be directed
and allocated to the most appropriate service, whilst taking account of clinical need. A general rule of
thumb is to consider whether a young person can be supported by a single psychologist or psychological
practitioner co-working with other agencies (if so, then refer to CPS) or whether the young person
requires intensive psychiatric intervention and/or interventions from a multi-disciplinary team (if so,
then refer to CAMHS).
WHO CAN REFER?
We accept referrals from Doctors (including GP’s and Paediatricians), Psychologists (Educational and
Clinical), Social Workers and other professionals only via an open and active CAF/EHCP (only for children
under 16 years).
REFERRAL CRITERIA AND EXCLUSION
These are shown overleaf – both services have similar exclusion criteria, which are difficulties not
suitable for either service and which are not commissioned to be provided. These vary slightly between
services but the principles remain the same. Please call us to discuss further if you are unsure whether
to refer or not. We are happy to discuss possible referrals and offer advice and guidance on cases with
you so that you can make the most appropriate decision for the child, young person and their family.
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CHILDREN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES (CPS)
Presenting concerns accepted
Emotional difficulties
Complex relationship difficulties
Stress and life-event circumstances
Psychological adjustment to physical health
difficulties, illness or disability
Behavioural difficulties associated with emotional
distress
Psychological adjustment to/management of
developmental and neurodevelopmental issues

Examples
Anxiety, panic, phobias, low mood, obsessive-compulsive difficulties
Attachment and separation issues
Unresolved grief, trauma, PTSD, abuse
Medical conditions (with or without established organic cause),
Acquired Brain Injury.
Poor emotional regulation, non-compliance, oppositional behaviour,
verbal and physical abuse and/or aggression
Complex issues re sleep, toileting, eating habits.
Social & Communication difficulties, Autistic Spectrum Condition (ASC),
ADHD.

Complex psychological difficulties which have been
resistant to previous alternative intervention

CHILD AND ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
Presenting concerns accepted
Complex emotional difficulties
Psychiatric disorders

Complex relationship difficulties

Stress and life-event circumstances
Self-Harm
Behavioural difficulties associated with emotional
distress
Mental health management of developmental and
neurodevelopmental issues
Complex psychiatric difficulties which have been
resistant to previous alternative intervention
Eating disorders
Moderate/Severe Learning Disability

Examples
Depression/Low mood, Anxiety Disorders, Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder, Eating Disorders – anorexia nervosa/bulimia, Coping with
the mental health consequences of abuse/neglect, Psychosis (under
the age of 14), Looked after children where there is evidence of a
mental health disorder
Complex family issues where there is a mental health component for
the young person
Enmeshed challenging/damaging family relationships
High Risk of Family Breakdown where there is evidence of a mental
health disorder
Significant unresolved grief affecting mental health trauma
Post traumatic stress disorder
Acts of self-harm/self-injury, Suicidal Ideation
Where combined with other disorders
Severe attachment difficulties
Autistic Spectrum Conditions (Where combined with other disorders)
ADHD –behaviour and pharmacological intervention
Tourette’s Syndrome
Including young people known to the Youth Offending Service
Anorexia, bulimia, eating disorder not otherwise specified ENDOS
Children with an EHCP that states they have a moderate/severe
learning disability (services can be accessed for CAMHS LD via Central
CAMHS [Preston/Chorley] in agreement with the local CCG).

EXCLUSION CRITERIA – SERVICES NOT COMMISSIONED FROM CPS OR CAMHS
Exclusion criteria
Persistent & severe conduct difficulties i.e. Criminal
behaviour (in the absence of other mental health
disorders)
Sexually exploitative behaviour or extreme sexualised
behaviour
Substance misuse
Difficulties which are predominantly school-based (in
the absence of significant difficulties at home)

Examples
Fire setting, absconding, stealing, other criminal activity (consider
Youth Offending Team - YOT)
Sexual abuse or grooming of others. Preoccupation with sexual
interests or behaviour inappropriate to developmental stage (other
services such as GMAP are available)
Alcohol, illegal drug use and use of legal highs (other services such
as Early Break are commissioned)
Truancy, school refusal unless there is a mental health component

More detailed criteria are available from both services on request.
Please be aware there is an emotional health & wellbeing service for children who are looked after & adopted via SCAYT+ who can be
contacted on (01772) 538880
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Appendix 6

ACCESS TO EAST LANCASHIRE CHILD & ADOLESCENT SERVICE (ELCAS - CHILD
PSYCHIATRY) & CHILDREN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES (CPS – EAST LANCS) FOR
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE UNDER 16 YEARS
Medical
Practitioner

Education &
Clinical
Psychologists

Social Workers

Other Professionals via active
CAF/EHCP (only for those
under 16 years)

Psychologists
Is problem mainly school based?

Yes

Use School based
services

No
UNSURE WHETHER
OR NOT TO REFER
TO CPS OR ELCAS ?

Has child & family been in receipt of primary care
interventions which have been unsuccessful

No

Consider using Help Direct
http://www.helpdirect.org.uk/east
-lancashire/

Yes
Ring for advice
on numbers
below

Is there continuing significant
impairment for child and family

No

Re-refer to universal services
for further input

Yes
Refer to ELCAS or CPS depending on locality,
complexity and severity

Children’s Psychological Services
Dr Kate Rhee
The Mount,
Whalley Rd
Accrington,
BB5 5AS
Tel: 01254 226480
Email: ChildrensPsych.East@lancashirecare.nhs.uk

ELCAS – CHILD PSYCHIATRY
Area 3, Level 3, Burnley General Hospital
Casterton Avenue, Burnley, BB10 2PQ
Tel: 01282 804806
Clinical Service Lead – Jo Weller

DrWeller
Shahid(joanne.weller@elht,nhs.uk)
Ahmad Dr Tim Morris Dr Malcolm
Bourne
- Lead: Jo
Clinical
Service
Hyndburn, Ribble Valley
Burnley & Pendle
Blackburn with
& Rossendale
Darwen
Team Co-ordinator
Pam Cutts
Tel: 01282 803407

Team Co-ordinator
Eloise Culshaw
Tel: 01282 803390

Team Co-ordinator
Lindsey Bonnick
Tel: 01282 803381

Neither CPS or ELCAS are emergency or crisis services. In situations of urgency we will be happy to advise
but where there is a high level of risk that cannot be managed or an out of hours response is required,
please consider using existing emergency pathways.
In these circumstances, you should also consider making a referral to Children’s Social Care.
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EAST LANCASHIRE CHILD AND ADOLESCENT SERVICE (ELCAS – CHILD PSYCHIATRY)
AND
CHILDREN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES – EAST LANCASHIRE (CPS)

SINGLE REFERRAL PROCESS
INFORMATION FOR REFERRERS

EAST LANCASHIRE CHILD AND ADOLESCENT SERVICE AND CHILDREN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES ARE PROVIDED
BY TWO DIFFERENT NHS TRUSTS.
TOGETHER WE ARE COMMITTED TO STREAMLINING A CHILD & YOUNG PERSON’S
JOURNEY THROUGH OUR SERVICES

This guidance is prepared to outline and clarify referral into East Lancashire Child &
Adolescent Service (ELCAS – Child Psychiatry) and Children’s Psychological Services – East
Lancs (CPS). It is not intended to replace existing pathways for learning disabilities, drug &
alcohol services or family support services.

Children & Families
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SERVICE INFORMATION
Working together as CAMHS, both Children’s Psychological Services and East Lancashire Child and
Adolescent Service provide timely and appropriate access to specialist provision for children and
young people with a broad range of emotional health, psychological distress and mental health
disorders. We aim to provide a single route of access to our specialist services for children, young
people and their families. We take referrals for children and young people under the age of 16.
Children’s Psychological Service (CPS) is a specialist service which accepts referrals for cases which
require uni-disciplinary input. It is expected that there will have been a primary intervention
(unsuccessful) before CPS become involved. This primary intervention may, for example, come from
the services of Health Visiting, School Nursing, School Counselling, Children’s Continence Service,
Learning Mentors and/or Family Support.
East Lancashire Child and Adolescent Service (ELCAS – Child Psychiatry) is a specialist mental health
child psychiatry service. It accepts referrals for cases which require complex multi-disciplinary
interventions or psychiatric input. It is expected that there will have been a range of primary and
Tier 2 interventions before ELCAS become involved in a young person’s care. This intervention may,
for example, come from the services of Health Visiting, School Nursing, School Counselling, Schools,
Children’s Social Care, Looked After Children Services and/or Child Psychology Services.
REFERRAL ROUTES
A single referral process has been developed between CPS and ELCAS so that referrals can be directed
and allocated to the most appropriate service, whilst taking account of clinical need. A general rule
of thumb is to consider whether a young person can be supported by a single psychologist or
psychological practitioner co-working with other agencies (if so, then refer to CPS) or whether the
young person requires intensive psychiatric intervention and/or interventions from a multi-disciplinary
team (if so, then refer to ELCAS).
WHO CAN REFER?
We accept referrals from Doctors (including GP’s and Paediatricians), Psychologists (Educational and
Clinical), Social Workers and other professionals only via an open and active CAF/EHCP (only for
children under 16 years).
REFERRAL CRITERIA AND EXCLUSION
These are shown overleaf – both services have similar exclusion criteria, which are difficulties not
suitable for either service and which are not commissioned to be provided. These vary slightly
between services but the principles remain the same.
Please call us to discuss further if you are
unsure whether to refer or not. We are happy to discuss possible referrals and offer advice and
guidance on cases with you so that you can make the most appropriate decision for the child, young
person and their family.
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CHILDREN’S PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES (CPS)
Presenting concerns accepted
Emotional difficulties
Complex relationship difficulties
Stress and life-event circumstances
Psychological adjustment to physical health
difficulties, illness or disability
Behavioural difficulties associated with emotional
distress
Psychological adjustment to/management of
developmental and neurodevelopmental issues

Examples
Anxiety, panic, phobias, low mood, obsessive-compulsive difficulties
Attachment and separation issues
Unresolved grief, trauma, PTSD, abuse
Medical conditions (with or without established organic cause),
Acquired Brain Injury.
Poor emotional regulation, non-compliance, oppositional behaviour,
verbal and physical abuse and/or aggression
Complex issues re sleep, toileting, eating habits.
Social & Communication difficulties, Autistic Spectrum Condition
(ASC), ADHD.

Complex psychological difficulties which have been
resistant to previous alternative intervention

EAST LANCASHIRE CHILD AND ADOLESCENT SERVICE - CHILD PSYCHIATRY (ELCAS)
Presenting concerns accepted
Complex emotional difficulties
Psychiatric disorders

Complex relationship difficulties

Stress and life-event circumstances
Self-Harm
Behavioural difficulties associated with emotional
distress
Mental health management of developmental and
neurodevelopmental issues

Complex psychiatric difficulties which have been
resistant to previous alternative intervention

Examples
Depression/Low mood, Anxiety Disorders, Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder, Eating Disorders – anorexia nervosa/bulimia, Coping with
the mental health consequences of abuse/neglect, Psychosis (under
the age of 14), Looked after children where there is evidence of a
mental health disorder
Complex family issues where there is a mental health component
for the young person
Enmeshed challenging/damaging family relationships
High Risk of Family Breakdown where there is evidence of a mental
health disorder
Significant unresolved grief affecting mental health trauma
Post traumatic stress disorder
Acts of self-harm/self-injury, Suicidal Ideation
Where combined with other disorders
Severe attachment difficulties
Autistic Spectrum Conditions (Where combined with other
disorders)
ADHD –behaviour and pharmacological intervention
Tourette’s Syndrome
Including young people know n to the Youth Offending Service

EXCLUSION CRITERIA – SERVICES NOT COMMISSIONED FROM CPS OR ELCAS
Exclusion criteria
Persistent & severe conduct difficulties i.e. Criminal
behaviour (in the absence of other mental health
disorders)
Sexually exploitative behaviour or extreme sexualised
behaviour
Substance misuse
Difficulties which are predominantly school-based (in
the absence of significant difficulties at home)
Moderate/Severe Learning Disability

Examples
Fire setting, absconding, stealing, other criminal activity (consider
Youth Offending Team - YOT)
Sexual abuse or grooming of others. Preoccupation with sexual
interests or behaviour inappropriate to developmental stage (other
services such as GMAP are available)
Alcohol, illegal drug use and use of legal highs (other services such
as Early Break are commissioned)
Truancy, school refusal unless there is a mental health component
Children with an EHCP that states they have a moderate/severe
learning disability (services can be accessed for CAMHS LD via
Central CAMHS [Preston/Chorley] in agreement with the local CCG).

More detailed criteria are available from both services on request.
Please be aware there is an emotional health & wellbeing service for children who are looked after & adopted via SCAYT+ who can be
contacted on (01772) 538880
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Appendix 7

New Risk-Taking Support Service for Young People aged 13 to 19 years
(up to 25 yrs inc SEN) in Burnley, Pendle and Hyndburn
Dear Colleagues
Brook has been commissioned by Lancashire County Council’s Young People’s Service to provide structured group
work and one to one support to vulnerable young people in Burnley and Pendle.
Whether there are concerns around alcohol, drug use, smoking or risky sexual behaviour, Brook can structure a
unique support package for individual young people which will allow them to;






Understand the concept and consequences of risk taking behaviours
Self-assess their own risk
Gain the ability and skills to self-manage and reduce their own risk taking
Understand concepts of positive emotional health and well being
Become able to self-assess and gain the ability to normalise concepts of well-being and take responsibility
for self-management of issues they may be struggling with

One of the following four interventions will be selected following a review of the presenting circumstances, an initial
assessment of need and in partnership with the young person.
My Life, My Support – a maximum of 10 X 1 hour needs led, one-to-one support sessions to include issues such as:
anger management, bereavement, body image, boys and masculinity, bullying, condoms (inc the WRAPPED
scheme), contraception, domestic abuse, drug and alcohol misuse, eating disorders, family break-up, gender
identity, HIV, local services, negotiation skills, online safety, peer pressure, puberty, relationships, respect and
responsibility, self-esteem and confidence building, self-harm, sex and religious beliefs, sex and the law, sexting,
sexual exploitation, sexuality, STI’s, teenage problems (inc teen pregnancy)
The above is not an exhaustive list, please contact Saf (number stated below) for a more comprehensive list of
sessions.
My Life, My Way: One-to-one – this aims to awaken and strengthen young people’s motivation and skills thereby
raising their aspirations, enhancing their self-esteem and improving their health and well-being. It consists of a
maximum of 6 X 1 hour one-to-one motivational and goal focussed coaching sessions aimed at vulnerable young
people who are just coping or who are beginning to struggle to cope.
My Life, My Way: Together – this aims to awaken and strengthen young people’s motivation and skills thereby raising
their aspirations, enhancing their self-esteem and improving their health and well-being. It consists of a maximum
of 12 hours of structured group work. Sessions may run as 2 X 6-hours, 3 X 4-hours, 4 X 3-hours or 6 X 2-hours.
My Life, My Voice – a maximum of 10 X 1 hour counselling sessions aimed at vulnerable young people requiring
emotional support.
If any young people you work with would benefit from this comprehensive package of support or you would like
any more information regarding this project, please send completed referral forms to brooklancstys@brook.org.uk
or contact us using the numbers listed below. We will contact the Young Person within 5 working days of receipt of
the referral
Yours Sincerely
Beverley Young
Brook Burnley & Pendle TYS
Counsellor
Tel: 01282 416 596
Mob: 07718 106 854
beverley.young@brook.org.uk

Saf Ali
Brook Burnley, Pendle & Hyndburn
TYS Health and Wellbeing Worker
Tel: 01282 416 596 or 01254 268 700
Mob:
saf.ali@brook.org.uk

Jeni Young
Brook Hyndburn TYS Counsellor
Tel; 01254 268 700
Mob:
jeni.young@brook.org.uk
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Brook Burnley and Pendle Targeted Youth Support Referral Form

Name of Professional:…………………………………………

Organisation:…………………………………………………...

E-Mail:……………………………………………………………

Tel:.......................................................................................

Young Person’s Name:………………………………………..

D.O.B.:……………………………………………………………

Address:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Postcode:………………………………………………………..

Email address:………………………………………………….

Mobile no:……………………………………………………….

Ethnicity:…………………………………………………………

MALE/FEMALE (Please delete)

CAF? Yes/No (Please delete)

Has the Young Person consented to this referral? (This is a requirement): Yes/No
Please note that referrals can only be accepted for this project for Young People living in the following areas
Burnley: Bank Hall, Briercliffe, Brunshaw, Burnley Wood, Cliviger, Coal Clough, Daneshouse, Deerplay,
Dunnockshaw, Gannow, Gawthorpe, Hapton, Harle Syke, Higham, Ightenhill, Lanehead, Lowerhouse, Marsden,
Queensgate, Padiham, Park, Pendleside, Read , Reedley, Rosegrove, Rosehill, Southfield, Stoneyholme, Trinity,
Whitefield, Whittlefield, Worsthorne
Pendle: Barley, Barnoldswick, Barrowford, Blacko, Boulsworth, Bradley, Bracewell, Brierfield, Brogden, Clover Hill,
Coates, Colne, Craven, Earby, Fence, Foulridge, Higham, Higherford, Horsfield, Kelbrook, Laneshaw Bridge,
Marsden, Nelson, Old Laund Booth, Pendleside, Reedley Hallows, Roughlee, Salterforth, Sough, Southfield,
Trawden, Vivary Bridge, Walverden, Waterside, Wheatley Lane, Whitefield, Winewall, Wycoller
Hyndburn: Altham, Barnfield, Baxenden, Central, Church, Clayton-Le-Moors, Huncoat, Immanuel, Milnshaw,
Netherton, Overton, Peel, Rishton, Spring Hill, St Andrew’s, St Oswald’s
Please indicate which level of support is required.
My Life, My Support – 10 X 1 hour one-to-one support sessions
My Life, My Way – 6 X 1 hour one-to-one motivational and goal focussed coaching sessions.
My Life, My Way – Together – 12 hours of structured group work
My Life, My Voice – 10 X 1 hour counselling sessions.
Reason for Referral. Please give general information

This project is aimed at all young people’s risk taking behaviours including experimentation and awarenessraising.
For specific drug and alcohol support you may consider referring to Early Break who can be contacted on 01282
604022
On receipt of referrals we will contact individual professionals to discuss the referral in more depth and arrange
the commencement of support package.
Please return to brooklancstys@brook.org.uk Zixencrypt secure e-mail can be used if available to you
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Appendix 8

Young Addaction works with Young People up to 21 years old in Central Lancashire - Preston, South Ribble, Chorley, West Lancashire
North Lancashire – Lancaster, Morecambe, Fylde and Wyre

Referral Form
(Please complete bold sections as a minimum)

Details of Young Person
Name:

Date of Referral:

Address:

Address/ number where young person can be
contacted and who to speak to/ leave message
with (PLEASE COMPLETE THIS SECTION)

Telephone no:

Sex:

Age:

Date of Birth:

Is there an existing CAF for the young person Yes/No

Has the young person been referred before?
Yes/No

If Yes Who is the Lead Professional
If yes, please state why re-referring
Contact Details:

Please state whether the young person is a looked after
child Yes/No

Can you confirm that the young person knows
about this referral?
Yes/No

Ethnic origin:

GP contact details

Do you consider the young person to have a disability?
Yes/No

Risk Factors:




Suicide / self harm
Physical Violence
Sexual exploitation
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Employment/Education
Employed
Unemployed
 Attending
 Not attending
Main Drug (s) of use:


Does the Young Person have parental
responsibility? Yes/No



Duration of drug usage:





















daily, weekly, recreational
daily, weekly, recreational
daily, weekly, recreational
daily, weekly, recreational
daily, weekly, recreational

Referrers Details
Name:

Position/Title and organisation:

Address and telephone contact:

Referral Source:






















Arrest Referral
A+E
Adult treatment provider
Adult mental health services
CAMHs
GP
Homeless Team
Hospital _______________
Leaving Care/Social Services
Other please specify____________
Parent/Carer
Primary Care
Police
PPO
Probation
School
School nurse
Self
Sexual Health Services
Youth Offending Team

Young People’s Service

Other issues affecting young person:





















Behaviour issues
Drug/alcohol using family
Family/relationship issues
Homeless
Housing issues (not homelessness)
In care/foster home
Learning Difficulties
Leaving care Worker
Looked after by LA
Mental Health
None
Other ____________
Pregnant
Parent *
Psychological/Emotional issues
School – Attends PRU
School - Excluded from
School – Truant
Young Carer
Young Offender
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For office use only:

Date referral received:_____________________

Referral taken by:________________________

Project Worker assigned:___________________

Referral accepted/declined

Logged on spreadsheet ____________

Young person contacted: Yes/No Date: _____________

Referrer Contacted: Yes/No Date: _________________
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Appendix 9

Section 29A Education Act 2002 as amended by Education & Skills Act 2008 Section 154
The Education (Education Provision for Improving Behaviour) Regulations 2010,
as amended
DIRECTION TO PARENT* REQUIRING A CHILD TO ATTEND ALTERNATIVE
PROVISION FOR THE PURPOSES OF IMPROVING BEHAVIOUR
To

PARENT NAME & DOB (IF KNOWN)

Of

PARENT ADDRESS

In respect of PUPIL NAME & DOB
Of PUPIL ADDRESS
A registered pupil at SCHOOL
This direction hereby requires you to cause the above named child to attend at the alternative
provision set out in the schedule overleaf from START DATE to END DATE (for X days), for the
purposes of improving HIS/HER behaviour.
For X days
Reason for direction:

Objectives of imposing the direction:

Dated: ……………………………………

(Signed): …………………………………
on behalf of the Governing Body

The expression “parent”, in relation to a child or young person, includes any person who is not a parent of
the child but who has parental responsibility for him or her, or who has care of the child.
*
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SCHOOL LOGO (OR OTHER IDENTIFIER)

Contact Person
Day

Session times

Name of Provider

Address of Provider

Start Date

& location (if known)
on Start date

Session 1

9:15am – 12:00 pm

Monday
Session 2

1:00pm – 3:15pm

Session 1

9:15am – 12:00 pm

Tuesday
Session 2

1:00pm – 3:15pm

Session 1

12:00pm – 3:00pm

Wednesday
Session 2

4:00pm – 7:00pm

Session 1

9:15am – 12:00 pm

Thursday
Session 2

1:00pm – 3:15pm

Session 1

9:00am – 12:00 pm

Friday
Session 2

AP1

Address

AP1

Address

AP2

Address

08/09/2014

Fred Bloggs

Amy Smith – ask at
10/09/2014
reception

AP2

Address

AP3

Address

Joe Brown – report to
12/09/2014

12:45pm – 2:45pm

Inclusion unit

It needs to stipulate contact person for each venue (if there is more than one) it needs to stipulate the expected programme and times.
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SCHOOL LOGO (OR OTHER IDENTIFIER)

Monitoring arrangements:
It is the responsibility of the school to ensure that the attendance of the student is monitored.
The alternative provider should alert the school to all absences on the day of absence.
The AP should provide weekly registration certificates to the school.
There should be a clear agreement with the AP as to the responsibility for case study in respect to non
attendance.
Review arrangements:
Date/ location/
time:

Persons (s) present:

Apologies

Progress made since last meeting:
(To include current attendance and feedback on engagement and progress)

Recommendations for future provision from all parties:

Agreed outcome: (to include timing of next review, if appropriate)
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SCHOOL LOGO (OR OTHER IDENTIFIER)

Date/ location/
time:

Persons (s) present:

Apologies

Progress made since last meeting:
(To include current attendance and feedback on engagement and progress)

Recommendations for future provision from all parties:

Agreed outcome: (to include timing of next review, if appropriate)
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Date/ location/
time:

Persons (s) present:

Apologies

Progress made since last meeting:
(To include current attendance and feedback on engagement and progress)

Recommendations for future provision from all parties:

Agreed outcome:(to include timing of next review, if appropriate)
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APPENDIX 10

LANCASHIRE AUTHORITY
DIRECTORATE FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE

Policy to ensure
compliance with statutory
guidance in respect of
Alternative Provision
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Local Authorities have a number of statutory powers and duties that apply in relation to
alternative provision. In addition there is statutory guidance to which the authority must
have regard. Statutory Guidance was issued in January 2013 and reviewed in
September 2013.

Definition
For the purposes of the guidance, and this policy, the definition of alternative provision
is as follows: education arranged by local authorities for pupils who, because of
exclusion, illness or other reasons, would not otherwise receive suitable education;
education arranged by schools for pupils on a fixed period exclusion; and pupils being
directed by schools to off-site provision to improve their behaviour.

Main legislation covering the duties and powers relating to these
issues


Section 19 of the Education Act 1996, as amended by section 3A of the Children,
Schools and Families Act 2010;



Section 29A of the Education Act 2002;



Sections 6A and 100 of the Education and Inspections Act 2006;



Sections 1C and 4 of the Academies Act 2010 (as amended);



The Education (Pupil Referral Units) (Application of Enactments) (England)
Regulations 20071;



The Education (Pupil Referral Units) (Management Committees etc.) (England)
Regulations 2007;



The Education (Educational Provision for Improving Behaviour) Regulations 20102



The Education (Short Stay Schools) (Closure) (England) Regulations 2010;



The Pupil Referral Units (Miscellaneous Amendments) (England) Regulations 2012; and



The Schools Forums (England) Regulations 2012 Regulations 20071;
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Who is this policy for?


Local authority – the teams responsible for alternative provision and pupil referral units;



Maintained schools – governing bodies and head teachers;



Pupil referral units – management committees and teachers in charge;



Academies (including Free Schools) – not all duties are applicable to Academies, and
this guidance will make clear which are applicable; and



All providers of alternative provision, including AP Academies and AP Free Schools.

Statutory Duties and Powers:

Local Authority Responsibilities:


Local authorities are responsible for arranging suitable education for permanently
excluded pupils, and for other pupils who – because of illness or other reasons – would
not receive suitable education without such arrangements being made.
This applies to all children of compulsory school age resident in the local authority area,
whether or not they are on the roll of a school, and whatever type of school they attend.
Full-time education for excluded pupils must begin no later than the sixth day of the
exclusion. The Secretary of State has the power to make statutory guidance about these
duties, and local authorities must have regard to it.



While there is no statutory requirement as to when suitable full-time education should
begin for pupils placed in alternative provision for reasons other than exclusion, local
authorities should ensure that such pupils are placed as quickly as possible.



Any school that is established and maintained by a local authority to enable it to
discharge the above duty is known as a pupil referral unit. There is no requirement on
local authorities to have or to establish a pupil referral unit, and they may discharge their
duties by other means. However, only a local authority can establish a pupil referral unit;
although they can only do so after exploring the possibility of opening an AP Academy.
Others can establish AP Academies or AP Free Schools.



Local authorities have a power (not a duty) to arrange education provision, where not
already available, for pupils aged 16-18.



Where a local authority maintains one or more pupil referral units, at least one schools
member on the Schools Forum must be a representative of a pupil referral unit.
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Schools/Governor Responsibilities:


Governing bodies of schools are responsible for arranging suitable full-time education
from the sixth day of a fixed period exclusion.



Schools may also direct pupils off-site for education, to help improve their behaviour.



Statutory guidance sets out the Government’s expectations of local authorities and
maintained schools who commission alternative provision and pupil referral units. The
Government expects those who are not legally required to have regard to the statutory
guidance to still use it as a guide to good practice.



Governing bodies of maintained schools have the power to direct a pupil off-site for
education to improve his or her behaviour. The Secretary of State has made regulations,
as is required by the related primary legislation, concerning schools’ use of this power.



Under revised off-site regulations the governing body must:

o ensure that parents (and the local authority where the pupil has a statement of special
educational needs) are given clear information about the placement: why, when, where,
and how it will be reviewed;
o keep the placement under review and involve parents in the review. The regulations
specify regular reviews but do not specify how often reviews must take place (that should
be decided on a case-by-case basis). Reviews should be frequent enough to provide
assurance that the off-site education is achieving its objectives and that the pupil is
benefitting from it; and
o have regard to guidance from the Secretary of State on the use of this power.
o All pupils must receive full-time provision in total, whether in one setting or more. If a
pupil is referred to off-site provision on a part-time basis, they should attend school as
usual on the days on which they are not in the alternative provision.




This legislation does not apply to Academies. They can arrange off-site provision for
similar purposes under their general powers, set out in the Academy Trust’s Articles of
Association. Though the regulations and guidance do not apply, they can provide
Academies with an example of good practice.
Lancashire Authority advises that it is good practice for schools to have an Alternative
Provision Policy or statement that clearly describes the school's practice.

Parents:


Where possible, parents should be engaged in the decision taken by the school to direct
a pupil off-site. Once a pupil is directed off-site, information about reviews should be
provided to the pupil’s parents and to the local authority where it maintains a pupil’s
statement of SEN. This should include outcomes of the reviews and of the placement.
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Provision.
Provision for pupils permanently excluded from school.









Lancashire commissions provision for permanently excluded pupils through 10
maintained Pupil Referral Units (3 Primary, 7 Secondary).
All these PRUs, in accordance with statutory guidance, have established Committees
(formally Management Committees) who exercise a strategic, monitoring and
improvement role. There has been an increase in membership representation from main
stream schools.
Since April 2013 PRUs have delegated budgets and responsibilities for finance and
staffing.
In accordance with statutory guidance there is at least one member of a PRU Committee
on School Forum (currently 4 and a Head Teacher).
A Service Level Agreement is in place in respect of the statutory provision
commissioned by the LA from the 10 PRUs to ensure the LA obligations are met and
provision is funded appropriately. This SLA will be reviewed annually.
The Local Authority monitors the provision commissioned, in relation to compliance with
statutory requirements, pupil engagement, pupil's outcomes and Ofsted judgements.

Provision for pupils unable to attend mainstream school, because of health
needs.



Provision is commissioned through the 10 PRUs for pupils able to attend a centre.
Provision for inpatients in 3 Lancashire Hospitals, 2 NHS CAMHS assessment centres
and Home Teaching for housebound is delivered through the Lancashire Hospital
Education Service.
Please see Policy to ensure a good education for children who cannot attend school
because of health needs. (link)

Other children, for who Lancashire may commission alternative provision.






New to area children formally permanently excluded or at high risk of exclusion.
Children formally missing education not on roll of a main stream school when alternative
provision is a strategy to re-engage with learning and reintegrate into mainstream
provision.
Children formally on elective home education when alternative provision is a strategy to
re-engage with formal learning and reintegrate into main stream provision.
Provision is commissioned either through the Pupil Referral Units, colleges, approved
independent training providers, charitable providers etc.
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Quality of Provision.
Good alternative provision is that which appropriately meets the needs of pupils which
required its use and enables them to achieve good educational attainment on par with
their mainstream peers. All pupils must receive a good education, regardless of their
circumstances or the settings in which they find themselves. Provision will differ from
pupil to pupil, but there are some common elements that alternative provision should
aim to achieve, including:


good academic attainment on par with mainstream schools – particularly in English,
maths and science (including IT) – with appropriate accreditation and qualifications;



that the specific personal, social and academic needs of pupils are properly identified
and met in order to help them to overcome any barriers to attainment;



improved pupil motivation and self-confidence, attendance and engagement with
education; and



clearly defined objectives, including the next steps following the placement such as
reintegration into mainstream education, further education, training or employment.



All pupils must receive full-time provision in total, whether in one setting or more, unless
a pupil’s medical condition makes full-time provision inappropriate. If a pupil is referred
to off-site provision on a part-time basis, they should attend school as usual on the days
on which they are not in the alternative provision.

Quality Assurance







The responsibility for the alternative provision used rests with the commissioner- Local
Authority or school governors. The nature of the intervention, its objectives and the
timeline to achieve these objectives should be agreed and clearly defined. Progress
against these objectives should be frequently monitored, appropriate reviews should be
built in and continuity into the next stage in the child’s life should be considered. Where
reintegration to the school is an objective, there should be agreement on how to assess
when the pupil is ready to return and the school should provide an appropriate package
of support to assist their reintegration. These objectives and plans should be agreed
with providers, set out in writing and regularly monitored, including through frequent
visits to the provider.
Lancashire monitors the quality of alternative provision commissioned by the authority.
A data base for all pupils attending LA commissioned alternative provision is maintained
to monitor attendance, progress and attainment.
The local authority is introducing a quality assurance tool (Personalised Education
Curriculum Standard), for alternative provision linked to Ofsted criteria, to ensure
providers comply with statutory guidance, such as registration, and meet a minimum
standard of provision, are safe and evidence progress and attainment...
A register of approved providers is to be developed to support the authority and schools
in identifying and commissioning appropriate and effective provision.
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Referral and Admission.
Pupil Referral Units: statutory provision.
A service level agreement between the LA and PRU details the referral and admissions
process for places commissioned by the LA. Permanently excluded pupils are referred
through the Pupil Access Team. Pupils with medical needs are referred by medical
consultants. Other pupils may be identified by a range of services and assessed and
referred to the PRU by the authority lead for Alternative Provision.

Pupil Referral Unit: non statutory provision
Primary Phase
The local authority commissions intervention outreach and in house places from the 3
Primary PRUs across the county. Referrals are made directly by schools. Admission
Panels meet to determine provision. The commission is part of a SLA with each PRU.
The Local Authority monitors the amount of provision delivers and outcomes. This is
reported regularly to School Forum.
Secondary phase.
A number of schools commission alternative provision directly from their area Pupil
Referral Unit to support pupils at risk of exclusion or provide a personalised curriculum.
Local referral and admission arrangements are agreed. Some districts have developed
Service Level Agreements between district schools and the local PRU.

Hospital Education Service
Hospital Classrooms and CAMHS Assessment units
managed by NHS clinical staff and managers.

Referrals and admissions are

Home Tuition (for children medically unfit to leave home). Referrals are made by
medical practitioners to the Teacher in Charge of Hospital and Home Teaching
Provision.

Independent, training, AP Free Schools, college providers.
All schools, maintained, academy, special and PRUs, may direct a pupil to offsite
education in compliance with statutory guidance referred to in this policy.
Each provider will have their own referral and admissions process .
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Reintegration.
Permanently Excluded Pupils and pupils without a mainstream school place: The
local authority, works closely with the Pupil Referral Units, to support the reintegration
of pupils into appropriate placements following a period of support and intervention from
the PRU. In most cases this will be reintegration into another mainstream school. Pupils
are identified as ready for reintegration through regular reviews of progress and
development. The Pupil Access Team leads on this process which begins by seeking
parental preference. Lancashire has agreed In Fair Access Policy and practice. Most
districts have In Fair Access Panels which supports reintegration. Lancashire LA works
to encourage and support the establishment of district panels.
Part of the service level agreement between Lancashire LA and the PRUs, ensures that
the PRU agrees a reintegration plan with the receiving school.
A number of KS4 pupils may remain in alternative provision until the end of Year 11 if
judged in their best interests and with agreement of parents/carers. The PRU will work
to ensure that the young person can move into suitable education or training. Lancashire
Authority commissions targeted information, advice and guidance from the Young
People's service that supports the staff of the PRU in this work.
Following a statutory assessment, a small number of pupils may be assessed as
requiring an Education, Health and Social Plan. The Inclusion Disability Support Service
(IDSS) s responsible for identifying an appropriate school, mainstream or special. An
agreed protocol is in place between IDSS and the PRUs in respect of processes and
practice.

Pupils with medical needs:
Readiness for reintegration is assessed in partnership with the relevant medical
consultant/team, home school, parents, child and other professionals involved. The
provider, PRU or Hospital Education Service is responsible for working with the home
school to agree and support a reintegration plan.

Pupils directed to off-site education by their school to improve behaviour or as a
result of fixed term exclusion:
When the governing body of a school has secured alternative provision for a pupil on a
fixed period exclusion, or has directed a pupil off-site to improve behaviour, it should
have processes in place to reintegrate the pupil at the end of the placement when he or
she returns to the school. The governing body of a school should obtain from the
provider a final report on the pupil’s achievements during the placement including
academic attainment and progress, attendance records and evidence of change in
behaviour. The governing body should also seek the pupil’s views on the success of the
placement. Both may assist the school in deciding if and when to use that provider to
support other pupils.
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If the placement does not end with reintegration into the school – for example, when a
pupil reaches the end of Y11 while still in alternative provision – the school should work
with the provider to ensure that the young person can move on into suitable education,
or employment alongside part-time study or training. The school should collect and
record information about the pupil’s next destination as part of its planning for alternative
provision intervention.

Policy to be reviewed annually.

Audrey Swann
April 2014
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APPENDIX 11

Direction to attend alternative provision from the sixth day of exclusion

Pupil name

Parental name (s)

Pupil UPN

Address

Educational provision from: ………………………. To ………………………..
Address and contact of alternative provider:
Contact name, title and
number

Address

Days of attendance (M, Tu, W, Th, F)

Session times required to attend:
Provider

Session times (start and end)
Morning session:
Afternoon session:

Monitoring arrangements:
It is the responsibility of the school to ensure that the attendance of the student is monitored.
The alternative provider should alert the school to all absences on the day of absence.
The AP should provide weekly registration certificates to the school.
There should be a clear agreement with the AP as to the responsibility for case work in respect to non
attendance.
Signature of chair of governing body or person delegated by the governing body
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Date…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
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